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Introduction from the Chair 

Editor’s note: As each faculty department continues to take a turn with the Winter issue of 
Concordia Journal, this time systematic theology is up. Joel Okamoto, as chair of the depart-
ment, provides the following introduction for the theme they chose and how they are addressing it.

“Confessionalism” is the theme of the articles in this issue of Concordia Journal 
and was selected by members of the Department of Systematic Theology. 

Why confessionalism? We each have our own answers, and the articles them-
selves explore some of them, so I urge you to find and consider them for yourself. But 
generally we would agree that the notion of “confessionalism” is confused and confus-
ing today. For many American Protestants, any version of confessionalism—any church 
that identifies itself with creeds and confessions—is strange, if not wrong-headed. Just 
for the sake of Lutheran identity today, confessionalism is an important topic. But even 
among Lutherans it can be hard to tell what we mean by the words “confessional” and 
“confessionalism.” This difficulty often arises when “confessional” is played off against 
“missional” and when one speaks of “confessional Lutheranism” as if there were other, 
non-confessional forms of Lutheranism. In such cases, “confessional” and “confessional-
ism” are like “radical” and “reactionary” in politics—words chosen to express approval or 
disapproval.  Language such as this shows that it remains important for Lutherans to take 
the meaning of our confessionalism seriously and carry out its responsibilities faithfully. 

The articles in this issue aim to help in doing these things. Of course, confession-
alism is a theme too basic, too far-reaching, and too widely discussed for us to deal with 
comprehensively, but each piece covers something different. 

David Maxwell deals with the Nicene Creed and argues that we should use it 
as more than a list of orthodox doctrines. Perhaps its most important function is her-
meneutical. When interpreting the Scriptures, you need to know the entire story to 
interpret properly any part of the story. The Nicene controversy reflected this basic fact, 
because the overall story was essential to interpreting passages at the heart of the debate: 
those that render Jesus as inferior to the Father. One pro-Nicene approach placed the 
passages like “The Father is greater than I” in the larger story and pointed out that the 
incarnation comes first. The Nicene Creed not only reflects this story, stressing the pre-
existence of Christ and highlighting his incarnation “for us men and for our salvation,” 
it also upholds this story as a key for biblical interpretation for Christians. 

Charles Arand and Robert Kolb work out a concept of confessionalism from the 
development of the Augsburg Confession. Like Paul on Mars Hill, who took nothing for 
granted but began with the concept of “God,” Arand and Kolb review how the concept 
of a “confession” emerged out of the Wittenberg theology of the word of God and in the 
context of the Empire in 1530. After that, they show how the spirit, method, and content 
of the Wittenberg theology, as expressed above all in the Augsburg Confession, embrace 
all those who subscribe to it. In view of this, they conclude by noting ways in which ele-
ments of the content fit effectively into our very different twenty-first-century context. 
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Like Arand and Kolb, I also develop a concept of confessionalism, but unlike 
them, I took a synchronic approach. I propose that we think of “confessionalism” as 
understanding our identity and life as Christians in terms of the basic confession “Jesus 
is Lord.” I work out a notion of confessionalism that begins with this confession of 
faith and the conditions out of which it arises, and show how we may understand the 
ecumenical creeds and Augsburg Confession as elaborations on it.  This understanding 
allows us to treat the articles of the Christian faith as genuine articulations that unfold 
in an organic, intuitive way rather than as varied claims rooted in something more 
loosely defined like the Bible. This approach also gives clear guidance for being confes-
sional about matters that the creeds and confessions do not address like the biblical 
canon or the distinction between Israel and the nations (a basic biblical distinction). 

I know that none of this pretends to be the last word about confessing and con-
fessionalism or, short of the last day, that there is a last word about them. But all of us 
have tried to contribute constructively. I hope that you find something here that helps 
you as you try, too. 

Joel P. Okamoto
Chair, Department of Systematic Theology

Waldemar and Mary Griesbach Chair in Systematic Theology
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Talking to Jesus

President Meyer delivered a version of this essay to the LCMS Council of Presidents on April 
27, 2014. 

I’ve been thinking for some time about how I talk to Jesus. This isn’t especially 
about prayer, although talking to Jesus is obviously an act of prayer, whether the talk-
ing is formal, informal, thoughts or even sighs. What’s perplexing me is how I approach 
him, how I think of myself over and against him. We approach different people in dif-
ferent ways, depending upon who they are. You approach a fellow pastor in a different 
way than you would approach a confirmand, and so on. We know Jesus in many ways. 
How do I approach Jesus as he truly is, and avoid talking to him in some way I might 
incorrectly imagine him? Talking to Jesus in a proper way is not a casual consideration 
for me. Most of my life is over, so I’ll soon be coming before Jesus in judgment. How 
I talk to him now is in some measure how I will talk to him when I enter eternity. But 
what Jesus will I meet? Do I envision him as a gentle Savior but I will be shocked to see 
him as a stern judge? Do I anticipate hearing, “Come you blessed of my Father” but I’ll 
be shocked when he says, “I never knew you”? How do I talk to Jesus in a way that is 
not self-delusion? Martin Schalling’s words are heavy, “Let no false doctrine me beguile; 
let Satan not my soul defile” (LSB 707, verse 2).

I’ve come to realize that I’m a modern Pharisee. Had I lived in Israel in the first 
century A.D., I probably would have been a Pharisee. I suspect you might have been 
one too, because the Pharisees were an attractive religious group. In Matthew chap-
ter 23 Jesus pronounces seven woes upon the Pharisees. Jesus had “x-ray” vision, as it 
were; I don’t. He looked into their hearts but I would have been impressed by what I 
saw in the Pharisees. They were preachers and teachers. They were visible in the com-
munity—today they would use social media. They were into missions and evangelism. 
“You travel across land and sea to make a single proselyte,” Jesus said, and we recall that 
the Pharisee Saul went to Damascus on a religious mission (Mt 23:15; Acts 9:2). They 
were masters at theological distinctions; are we like that? They had an active and very-
well defined stewardship program. Liturgical practice was one of their hallmarks, as was 
reverence for the fathers of their faith. Yes, had I lived then I suspect I would have been 
a Pharisee.

It was my formation that gave me many affinities to the first-century Pharisees. 
“Formation” is a word we use for theological education and we are wont to locate 
formation at the seminary. But formation begins way before seminary, in baptism, in 
family, in home congregation, in school and in whatever work experiences a person 
has before entering ministerial study. I was formed in the mid-twentieth century. The 
Enlightenment had exalted reason above all else, especially over sectarian religion. 
Progress in science, progress in learning, progress in culture, progress in philosophy—
in every way you had “to admit it’s getting better, getting better all the time,” as the 
Beatles sang. I was formed to avoid rationalism, but there was one common bond 
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between the LCMS and modernism, that was the belief that someplace there is abso-
lute truth. For us the truth was and continues to be revelation; for others it was some 
branch of reason. One side might disagree and even condemn the other, but there was 
a common ground and we could engage in rational discussion. That was a convenient 
modus vivendi but the world outside the church in which I was formed was chang-
ing. The last century brought wars and genocides and failures in science, technology 
and economy on an unprecedented scale. The grand edifice of reason that had been 
our western cultural mindset for centuries was pretty much done in by the end of the 
twentieth century. While the popular mindset was shifting from modernism to post-
modernism, the LCMS continued to hold to objective, absolute truth, the pure word of 
God to us in the Bible and the Lutheran Confessions. Thank God! You and I continue 
to believe that there is objective truth, we’re thankful for the faith handed down to us, 
fides quae, and the doctrine drawn from God’s word is our love. My faith formation 
in a milieu of modernism has parallels to first century Pharisaism, and it isn’t all bad. 
First-century Pharisaism and twentieth-century LCMS formation both had a doctri-
nal core, different as they may be. Remember that Jesus commended the scribes and 
Pharisees for their teaching. “Then Jesus said to the crowds and to his disciples, ‘The 
scribes and the Pharisees sit on Moses’ seat, so practice and observe whatever they tell 
you” (Mt 23:1‒3). 

Today we have pastors and people who faithfully and valiantly hold to God’s 
truth in a changed and often hostile culture which boasts, “I have my opinion; you have 
yours. Who are you to tell me that I’m wrong?” Melanchthon called that “Epicurean 
indifference.” We’re striving to hold on to and promote our doctrine in a strange new 
world. “How shall we sing the Lord’s song in a foreign land?” (Ps 137:4). For me, 
and all of this inquiry is strongly driven by my anticipation of death, this shift in the 
world outside the church to post-modernism has been a spiritual blessing because it’s 
teaching me to be cautious about how I talk to Jesus. Post-modernism calls us back to 
Augustine’s truth that faith seeks understanding. Modernism tempted us to believe that 
our understanding, our reason, establishes our convictions about things temporal and 
eternal. In modernism reason was magisterial. Post-modernism reminds the church that 
reason is to be ministerial. “Our reason cannot fathom the truth of God profound; who 
trusts in human wisdom relies on shifting ground.” (LSB 587, verse 1) So truth is not 
as dominant in society as it once was, but you and I still hold on to revealed truth. The 
question is how do we hold on to the doctrinal truth of our church?

In 2 Corinthians 5:7 the converted Pharisee Paul says, “We walk by faith, not by 
sight.” Now that line isn’t as black and white as it sounds. If you walk by faith and not 
by sight across a busy highway, you’ll quickly find yourself in heaven. In fact, eternity 
is the ultimate destination that Paul has in mind when he sharply distinguishes between 
faith and sight. “We must all appear before the judgment seat of Christ, so that each 
one may receive what is due for what he has done in the body, whether good or evil” 
(2 Cor 5:10). How I handle the revealed doctrine is a question of walking by faith or 
walking by sight. Here’s the temptation: We take the body of doctrine, God’s word and 
Luther’s teaching, and shift it from the faith side to the sight side. We see it, we study 
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it, we write about it, we publish our thoughts about it, we talk it about amongst our-
selves, we use it to substantiate our own positions, and through it all we say we have the 
word of God in its truth and purity . . . but it is now no longer is a matter of faith seek-
ing understanding but by our understanding we presume to be owning the faith, the 
fides quae. Ministerial reason in service of the divine revelation has become magisterial 
reason that presumes to own the doctrine. If the beginning of the twenty-first century 
is marked by “Epicurean indifference,” the temptation to doctrinally focused people is, 
quoting Melanchthon again, “Pharisaic pride.” 

What Jesus said to the ancient Pharisees can help us resist this subtle tempta-
tion to imagine that we own the truth. “You are wrong, because you know neither the 
Scriptures nor the power of God” (Mk 12:24). “The power of God.” I once asked my 
students if they want to help their future parishioners get rid of fear and guilt and other 
unpleasant feelings. They nodded, “Yes,” but I said, to their great surprise, “No, you 
don’t want to do that.” Unpleasant emotions—I’ll stick with fear because in some ways 
I am afraid of dying—can be healthy when we use them to move ourselves and our 
people from the subjectivism of our time to the revealed objective truth of God. Phobos 
in the Bible describes a range of feelings. At one extreme is the feeling you have when 
something comes at you that is bigger than you and threatens imminent harm. A ter-
minal diagnosis, a spouse walking out, the collapse of your financial house, and the like 
evoke feelings of fear. At the other extreme of word usage is the feeling you have when 
something far greater than you comes at you, but—here’s the significant difference—
comes to help you. That greater, more powerful, for-us-not-against-us power is God 
in Jesus Christ and the gospel promises that free us from fear of the law and its conse-
quences. Totally beyond us, incomprehensibly greater than us, God comes to help us. 
The reaction is, or should be, “Wow! Shut up, Dale!” Awe, reverence before the power 
of God. This feeling is the “fear of God.” 

I’ve been traveling throughout the church for twenty-five years, most weeks in 
different congregations and synodical settings. I’ve come to the conclusion, and this is 
obviously a personal impression, that the fear of God is largely missing in the LCMS 
today. “We should fear and love God” the Small Catechism instructs us, but you don’t 
hear much talk about it, if any. Sermons don’t reference the fear of God, parishioners 
misunderstand or dismiss outright any talk about fearing God, and conduct in church 
meetings from the local voters’ assembly to the national level is often not tempered by 
wholesome fear of the Lord. In his third thesis of the 1518 Heidelberg Disputation, 
Martin Luther said, “Although the works of man always seem attractive and good, 
they are nevertheless likely to be mortal sin.” Let that thesis soak in. I can’t imagine 
anything more “attractive and good” than our occupation with God’s word and the 
Lutheran Confessions. Handling the body of doctrine ourselves and handing it on to 
the next generation is a very good thing. Yet Luther says, “Although the works of man 
always seem attractive and good, they are nevertheless likely to be mortal sin.” In Thesis 
Seven he offers the corrective, pious fear of God. “The works of the righteous would be 
mortal sins if they would not be feared as mortal sins by the righteous themselves out 
of pious fear of God.” Handling the beloved body of doctrine and presuming to hand 
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it onto others would be a mortal sin if we touch these holy revelations without pious 
fear of God. Thesis Eight is similar: “By so much more are the works of man mortal sin 
when it is done without fear and in unadulterated, evil self-security.” We should handle 
the body of doctrine with fear for your own, my own, judgment. And Thesis Eleven: 
“Arrogance cannot be avoided or true hope be present unless the judgment of condem-
nation is fear in every in work.” Perhaps koinonia will come more from the fear of God 
than from anything else. “Not many of you should become teachers, my brothers, for 
you know that we who teach will be judged with greater strictness” (Jas 3:1). “We must 
all appear before the judgment seat of Christ, so that each one may receive what is due 
for what he had done in the body” (2 Cor 5:10). How shall I talk to Jesus? By knowing 
from Scripture the power of God. “Oh, my God! Be merciful to me, a sinner.”

In trying to figure how to talk to Jesus, I’m encouraged by the example of 
another Pharisee. “Now there was a man of the Pharisees named Nicodemus . . . This 
man came to Jesus by night” (Jn 3:1-2). Jesus said to him, “Are you the teacher of Israel 
and yet you do not understand these things?” (Jn 3:10). I’m coming to Jesus in the 
darkness of my understanding, so tempted to Pharisaic pride by my formation in the 
truth. Jesus led that Pharisee to a proper understanding of faith, “For God so loved the 
world, that he gave his only Son, that whoever believes in him should not perish but 
have eternal life” (Jn 3:16). So also he led the Pharisee Saul, an exemplary product of 
first century Pharisaic formation, to know the righteousness of God revealed in faith. 
In their conversions they learned in a new and wonderfully comforting way the salutary 
fear and love of God. If we in our changed time want to be faithful to our Lutheran 
heritage, I suggest we stop talking about “doctrines.” The Reformers talked about the 
corpus doctrinae, the one body of doctrine. That is the evangelical doctrine, Jesus Christ 
come as Lord to save us in this world of hurt and from the feared judgment of eternal 
death. The doctrine has its parts, what the Reformers called “articles” or “topics,” but 
the fear and love of God leads us to see that it’s all bound together in the one evangeli-
cal doctrine. “Whoever comes to me I will never cast out” (Jn 6:37). “If you call on him 
as Father who judges impartially according to each one’s deeds, conduct yourselves with 
fear throughout the time of your exile” (1 Pt 1:17). 

Dale A. Meyer
President
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David R. Maxwell is an associate professor of systematic theology and 
director of the graduate school at Concordia Seminary, Saint Louis. His most 
recent work is a forthcoming translation on volume 2 of Cyril of Alexandria’s 
Commentary on John.

The Nicene Creed in the Church

  David R. Maxwell

Pastors often introduce the recitation of the Nicene Creed with the phrase, “Let 
us confess our Christian faith in the words of the Nicene Creed.” But what do we mean 
when we identify the content of the faith with the words of the creed? And how does 
that summary of the faith actually function in the church? After all, if we are to be 
creedal Christians in any meaningful sense, we would like to see the creed play a more 
profound role in the church than merely as a text to be recited. But, from the position 
of one sitting in the pew, it is not always clear what that role would be.

Therefore, I will identify and explore three of the ways the creed has functioned 
and still functions in the church. All three are legitimate, and all three have their 
strengths and weaknesses. First, the creed can function as a list of key Christian doc-
trines. Second, the creed can function hermeneutically by providing an overarching plot 
summary of the Bible. Finally, the creed can function as an outline for catechesis or 
even college and seminary courses in theology.

The Creed as a List of Doctrines
We begin with the view of the creed as a list of key Christian doctrines. This 

view seems natural in a tradition like that of the Missouri Synod in which doctrine 
plays an important role. I often use the phrase “confess our Christian faith in the words 
of the Nicene Creed” in my seminary classes to illustrate the meaning of the dogmatic 
term fides quae creditur (the faith that is believed, i.e., doctrine). This is distinct from 
fides qua creditur (the faith by which it is believed, i.e., trust). When we say we are 
justified by faith, we mean fides qua. That is because we are justified by trust in God’s 
promises, not by intellectual knowledge of the doctrines themselves. But when we con-
fess our faith in the words of the creed, we are articulating the fides quae, the doctrinal 
content of our theology. If the Nicene Creed gives us a summary of the fides quae, the 
implication is that doctrines such as creation, incarnation, and Trinity are key doctrines 
of the Christian faith, which they are.

So far so good, but what about the doctrines that do not appear in the creed? 
For example, the Nicene Creed makes no explicit mention of such important doctrines 
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as justification by faith, original sin, the two natures in Christ, or the Lord’s Supper. 
So, while I think that the creed does legitimately function as a doctrinal summary, it is 
important to state at the outset that the creed should not be approached with a funda-
mentalist mindset.

Now it may be somewhat ironic even to bring up a fundamentalist approach to the 
creed because self-identified fundamentalists tend to be anti-creedal. However, the term 
fundamentalist is appropriate here because it arises from the view that certain Christian 
doctrines are fundamental and cannot be denied without denying the faith. The Niagara 
Bible Conference of 1898 produced a list of eighteen such doctrines. The list was later 
reduced to five. They are: “1) the inspiration and inerrancy of the Bible; 2) the virgin 
birth and full deity of Christ; 3) Christ’s death as a sacrifice to satisfy divine justice; 4) 
Christ’s bodily resurrection; and 5) Christ’s return in bodily form to preside at the Last 
Judgment.”1 Fundamentalists are people who identify these five doctrines as fundamental 
to the Christian faith.2 The implication is that other doctrines are more or less optional.

One can see this conviction at work in the website “Lighthouse Trails.” In the 
context of opposing what they call “contemplative spirituality” among Evangelicals, the 
authors of the website make the following claims: 

And those who disagree with any of the above doctrines are not Christians 
at all. Rather, they are the true heretics. 
 So disagreements are perfectly acceptable within the confines of 
Christianity, because our salvation does not hinge upon doctrines other 
than the above five.3 

In this quote, we see both halves of the equation. First, the five fundamental 
doctrines cannot be denied without denying the faith. Second, the five fundamental 
doctrines serve as a lowest common denominator, if you will, for church fellowship. 
Doctrinal disagreements are unimportant as long as they do not touch these five.

It would certainly be possible, then, to treat the creed in just such a fundamen-
talist fashion if one were to assume that the creed provides an exhaustive list of the most 
important Christian doctrines. Ironically, such a list would bear a striking similarity to 
the five doctrines that fundamentalists themselves identify. However, as I have noted 
above, the omission of doctrines such as justification, which Lutherans identify as the 
article by which the church stands or falls, would prevent us from treating the creed (or 
the five fundamentals, for that matter) in this way. Not only that, but the mindset that 
searches for a least common denominator or a bare doctrinal minimum is alien to the 
Lutheran desire to treasure all that the Lord has given to us.

Another problem with treating the creed as an exhaustive doctrinal list is that it 
fails to take into account the historical circumstances that gave rise to the creed in the 
first place. There is really one doctrine in particular that the Nicene Creed is intended 
to address: the divinity of Christ. The Council of Nicaea in 325 confessed the faith by 
taking a pre-existing baptismal creed and adding a few sentences to it to confess the 
divinity of Christ. One can see this by putting the Nicene and Apostles’ Creed side 
by side. The Nicene Creed is not a modification of the Apostles’ Creed per se, but it 
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is a modification of some other baptismal creed that would have looked much like the 
Apostles’ Creed (which is the baptismal creed that was used in Rome). It is the second 
article in particular that interests us here.

The Apostles’ Creed

And in Jesus Christ, his only 
Son, our Lord, who was conceived 
by the Holy Spirit, born of the virgin 
Mary, suffered under Pontius Pilate, 
was crucified, died and was buried. 
He descended into hell. The third 
day he rose again from the dead. 
He ascended into heaven and sits 
at the right hand of God the Father 
Almighty. From thence he will come 
to judge the living and the dead.

The Nicene Creed

And in one Lord Jesus Christ, the 
only-begotten Son of God, begotten of 
his Father before all worlds, God of God, 
Light of Light, very God of very God, 
begotten, not made, being of one substance 
with the Father, by whom all things were 
made; who for us men and for our salvation 
came down from heaven and was incarnate 
by the Holy Spirit of the virgin Mary and 
was made man; and was crucified also for 
us under Pontius Pilate. He suffered and 
was buried. And the third day he rose again 
according to the Scriptures and ascended 
into heaven and sits at the right hand of the 
Father. And he will come again with glory 
to judge both the living and the dead, whose 
kingdom will have no end.

Note that the Apostles’ Creed says nothing about the pre-existence of Christ. It 
goes straight to the incarnation. The Nicene Creed, on the other hand, inserts a sec-
tion on Christ’s eternal divinity, which I have placed in bold. This section stresses the 
full divinity of Christ. The key term is “of the same substance” (homoousios). This term 
reflects the particular way that Nicene Christians accounted for the unity of the Father 
and the Son. The Arians wanted to say that the Father and Son were united in their will, 
while the Nicenes wanted to say that they were united in their essence.4 Thus, it makes 
sense that the Nicene Creed would employ a term that refers to the essence of the Son.

The phrase “begotten, not made” makes a similar point. The word “beget” means 
to father a son. Arius objected to the idea that God the Father begat the Son in any 
literal sense because, to his ears, that would imply that the Father underwent a physical 
process of reproduction. A piece of the Father would have broken off and grown into 
the Son. Such a material conception of the Father was abhorrent to Arius. In order to 
reject this view, he understood “begotten” to be the same as “created.” For example, in 
one place Arius stated, “He begot him not in appearance, but in truth, constituting him 
by his own will.”5 Note that the term “begot” is glossed with the phrase “constituting 
him by his own will.” This has the effect of redefining the concept of begetting to be a 
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figurative way of expressing an act of creation by God’s will. It makes the Son like the 
rest of creation, which also came into being by an act of the Father’s will. Arius’s moti-
vation here is to defend the honor of God the Father by shutting down any notion that 
the Son derived his essence from him through some kind of material division. 

When the Nicene Creed states that the Son is “begotten, not made,” it is reject-
ing Arius’s interchangeable use of these two concepts. “Beget” and “create” are not 
synonyms. To say that the Son is “begotten” is to say that he derives his essence from 
the Father; he is not created by an act of the Father’s will. That does not mean that 
Nicene theologians understood the Son’s begetting in a crass materialistic way, as the 
Arians had feared. Athanasius is careful to say that we cannot understand exactly how 
the begetting of the Son occurred, but we trust that it happened in a way that is fitting 
to God. Nevertheless, we do know that the end result is that the Son has the same sub-
stance as the Father.6

The phrase “Light of Light” should be interpreted along the same lines. This 
phrase is not a Hebrew superlative like “King of Kings” or “Lord of Lords.” Rather, it 
designates a relationship of origin. The Son is “Light of (ἐκ) Light.” Here the creed is 
identifying a term that the Scriptures use of both the Father and the Son. Jesus says, “I 
am the light of the world” (Jn 8:12), and James refers to the Father as “the Father of 
lights” (Jas 1:17). By using the same term for both the Father and the Son, the creed 
is implying that they are the same (in their substance). It connects the two with ἐκ to 
show that this sameness is due to the Son’s origination from the Father. The Son, who 
is Light, is of (ἐκ) the Father, who is also Light. The same analysis may be applied to 
the phrases “God of God”7 as well as “very God of very God.”8

The Nicene Creed does present doctrine, then, but since it arises out of the Arian 
controversy, its main concern is to address that controversy, not to provide an exhaus-
tive list of doctrines. Another feature of the creed that makes it somewhat awkward as a 
doctrinal summary is the fact that it reads more like a narrative than a list of doctrines. 
Phrases such as “under Pontius Pilate” or the detail that Christ “was buried” seem more 
like narrative details than phrases with a lot of doctrinal pay-off. Thus, it may be a 
genre mistake to treat the creed as a summary of doctrines. It may be better to treat it 
as a plot summary of the Bible.

The Creed as a Plot Summary of the Bible
Whenever a text is interpreted, it must be interpreted within the larger narra-

tive of which it is a part. For example, the bare fact of Jesus’s resurrection does not 
mean anything apart from the larger Scriptural narrative. There are others who are 
said to have risen from the dead. In Greek mythology, Orpheus returns alive from the 
underworld. That “resurrection” story, however, has no connection to any notion of 
salvation. Rather, it serves as an explanation for why we have spring every year. So the 
meaning of the resurrection comes not from the event itself, but the role that the event 
plays in the larger story.

Therefore, it is crucial to know what that larger story is. One way to think of the 
difference between the Arians and the Nicenes is that they are operating with different 
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versions of the biblical story. We can get at this difference by tracking Christ’s humil-
ity and exaltation. In the Arian story, Christ moves from a low position to a higher 
position. As a creature, he is lower than God the Father. He is then exalted to a higher 
position than he had at first (though still lower than God) in response to his obedience 
to the Father’s will. In the Nicene story, on the other hand, Christ starts off high, then 
moves low, and then moves back on high. He is of the same substance as the Father 
from eternity. But he lowers himself in the incarnation to the point of death on a cross 
and then is exalted once again at the resurrection.

One can see these two versions of the story at work in the exegesis of 
Philippians 2. The Christ hymn in Philippians 2 is a major text for the Arians. This 
may seem unexpected because Philippians 2 is usually regarded as presenting a very 
high Christology. However, the Arian argument focuses on verse 9. After stating that 
Christ humbled himself to the point of death on a cross, Paul continues, “Therefore, 
God has highly exalted him.” (Phil 2:9). The Arian argument turns on the word 
“therefore.” If Christ’s exaltation is a reward for his obedience, then he must not have 
exaltation by nature, and he cannot be God. What sense would it make to exalt God? 
For Nicene theologians like Athanasius, on the other hand, Christ’s exaltation in 
Philippians 2:9 presupposes that he humbled himself first. Thus, he was not exalted 
for himself as if he had some deficiency that needed to be overcome. Rather, he was 
exalted for us, just as he previously humbled himself for us.9 In each case, one can see 
that Philippians 2:9 is placed into the respective versions of the story of Christ. For 
the Arians, it marks the point at which Christ moves from low to high, thus proving 
that he started out in a lowly position. For Athanasius, it presupposes that Christ first 
humbled himself.

This same logic plays out in the exegesis of many passages throughout the Bible. 
Jesus says, “The Father is greater than I” (Jn 14:28). For the Arians, this is direct 
proof that Jesus is ontologically inferior to the Father. For Nicene theologians, such as 
Gregory of Nazianzus, this passage is to be explained by the incarnation. The fact that 
Christ is a man is what makes it possible for him to say such a thing.10 Once again, 
the Arian exegesis correlates the statement with Christ’s low starting point, while the 
Nicene exegesis places it after Jesus’ humbling of himself. Why does Jesus receive the 
Holy Spirit? For the Arians, this is proof that Jesus is not God, because if he were God 
he would not need the Holy Spirit. For the Nicenes, it is explained by the fact that he 
has humbled himself in the incarnation, which makes it possible for him to receive the 
Holy Spirit, even though he himself is the source of the Holy Spirit. He receives the 
Spirit, according to the Nicene view, not for himself but for us. The same logic may 
be applied to Jesus’ birth, his ignorance of the timing of the last day, his death on the 
cross, etc. For the Nicenes, the incarnation serves as the hermeneutical key that explains 
how the Son, who is above all such humiliating experiences, nevertheless undergoes 
them for our sakes.

The Nicene Creed encapsulates this way of telling the story by emphasizing first 
that the Son is homoousios with the Father and then moving to the incarnation. Thus, the 
Nicene Creed makes clearer than the Apostles’ Creed (or other baptismal creeds) that the 
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movement is from high to low and then back to high. That plotline is critical for inter-
preting all the passages in the Gospels in which Jesus undergoes humiliating experiences.

This Nicene principle of interpretation has come under fire among some theo-
logians of the twentieth century. In the wake of Karl Rahner’s axiom, “The immanent 
Trinity is the economic Trinity,” some theologians, like Catherine LaCugna, have 
criticized Nicaea for driving a wedge between the immanent and economic Trinity. 
More specifically, LaCugna charges that Nicene theologians like Athanasius ascribe 
Christ’s suffering and death only to his human nature. By keeping this sharp separa-
tion between Christ’s human and divine nature, LaCugna maintains, Nicene theolo-
gians imply that what we have access to in Christ is not God himself, but only Christ’s 
human nature.11 

The flaw in this reasoning is that it makes Nicene orthodoxy indistinguishable 
from Nestorianism. Athanasius’s move is not to sequester the humanity from the divine 
nature, but rather to insist that the incarnation brings about a new situation in which 
the Word can do things that he could not, as it were, do before. As God, he cannot suf-
fer and die. But, because he is incarnate, the Word (not just his human nature) can now 
suffer and die. The Athanasian principle is that “the incorporeal Word made his own 
the properties of the body,”12 so anything that happens to Christ’s body ultimately hap-
pens to the Word. Athanasius maintains divine impassibility by distinguishing between 
the incarnate Word and the Word considered apart from the incarnation. The incarna-
tion is what makes it possible for an impassible God to suffer.

The incarnation, then, is one of the central features of Nicene theology. That is 
not to say that the Arians rejected the incarnation. However, for them it was something 
more like the culmination of the Old Testament theophanies.13 For the Nicenes, on the 
other hand, the incarnation was fundamentally different than any other manifestation 
of God in the Bible. Therefore, it is not surprising that it played a more central role in 
Nicene exegesis than it did for that of the Arians.

After stressing the virtues of treating the creed as a plot summary of the Bible, 
we may also wish to inquire whether it is an adequate summary. What gets left out? In 
its treatment of the story of Christ, the events listed are the incarnation, the crucifixion, 
burial, resurrection, ascension, and return. What about the teachings or miracles of 
Jesus? They are not mentioned in the creed. Are they important enough to include in a 
summary?

In defense of the creed on this issue, I would point out that Paul’s summaries 
focus on the cross and resurrection as well. For example, Paul says, “For I delivered to 
you as of first importance what I also received: that Christ died for our sins in accor-
dance with the Scriptures, that he was buried, that he was raised on the third day 
in accordance with the Scriptures, and that he appeared to Cephas, and then to the 
twelve” (1 Cor 15:3–5). Paul goes on to list more resurrection appearances, but, like the 
creed, he omits Jesus’ teachings and miracles during his earthly ministry.

Another way to handle this is to treat the creed as an intentional abbreviation. 
In his lectures to the catechumens, Theodore of Mopsuestia notes that many events 
in Jesus life, such as his baptism and his fulfillment of the law on our behalf, are not 
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mentioned in the creed. Theodore explains this by saying that the fathers are giving us 
the short version of the events “so that we might learn them with ease, and so that we 
might also learn thoroughly every one of them from the Sacred Books.”14 The creed 
provides the beginning (Jesus’s birth from Mary) and the end (the crucifixion and res-
urrection). It leaves out the middle not because the middle is not important, but so that 
we may return to Scripture and learn the whole story.

A more serious objection to the creed’s plot summary is that it omits nearly all 
of the Old Testament. It mentions creation in the first article and the prophets in the 
third, but what happened to Abraham and Israel and the Exodus, and the like? Does 
the creed flow out of some Marcionite notion that the Old Testament is not important 
to the Christian faith?

Not at all. Rather, the claim that the creed makes is that the story of Christ 
is the plot summary of the Old Testament. The creed specifies that Christ rose again 
“according to the Scriptures.” That does not mean that he “rose again, at least that’s 
what the Bible says,” as if the creed were distancing itself from the testimony of the 
Scriptures. Rather, it means that he rose in accordance with the Scriptures, echoing 
Paul’s statement in 1 Corinthians 15, cited above. The term “Scriptures” here and in 
1 Corinthians 15 refers specifically to the Old Testament. The meaning is that he rose 
again, just like the Old Testament said he would.

This is perhaps the most critical hermeneutical presupposition of all: the Old 
Testament is about Jesus. When Jesus appears to the two men on the road to Emmaus 
after his crucifixion, they are on their way home because Jesus had apparently failed. 
You can hear the disappointment in their voice when they lament, “But we had hoped 
that he was the one to redeem Israel” (Lk 24:21). Jesus’s response is to provide them 
with an alternative explanation of the crucifixion. “And beginning with Moses and all 
the Prophets, he interpreted to them in all the Scriptures the things concerning himself” 
(Lk 24:27). There are two choices: either the crucifixion means that Jesus failed and 
died the death of a criminal, or the crucifixion is a fulfillment of the Old Testament. 
The Christian claim is that the crucifixion, along with the resurrection, is what the Old 
Testament is ultimately about.

This claim is reflected with crystal clarity in the exegesis and preaching of the 
early church. To take just one of the hundreds of possible examples, when Melito 
of Sardis preaches on Easter, his text is not from the Gospels, but from the book of 
Exodus. Since this is one of the earliest Christian homilies that we have, it gives us 
insight into the mind of the church in the first generations after Christ. Melito’s ser-
mon is divided into two parts. In the first part, he retells the story of the Exodus: how 
God sent the plague against the first-born in Egypt to rescue the Israelites from slavery 
through the sacrifice of the Passover lamb. After recounting the story, Melito explains 
that this story is like a “preliminary sketch” or a “model” of a greater reality.15 He then 
retells the story on a cosmic scale: how God rescued the human race from captivity to 
Pharaoh (Satan) through the sacrifice of the paschal Lamb (Christ).

Note that the claim here is much more than that Christ’s death and resurrection 
are prophesied in the Old Testament. For Melito and most of the early church, Christ’s 
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death and resurrection fulfill not only the prophecies of the Old Testament, but the 
narratives as well! This is in accordance with Jesus’s own statement in Luke 24 in which 
he finds references to himself in Moses and all the Scriptures.

Thus, it seems to me that the objection that the creed omits most of the Old 
Testament arises from a modern historical mindset that assumes that the meaning 
of the Old Testament is to be found in the original intent of the human authors as 
understood by the original readers. The early church, on the other hand, understood 
the meaning of the Old Testament to be found in the story of Christ. It is not that 
they denied the historical particulars of the Old Testament, but rather they held 
that those particulars are ultimately included in the Scriptures because they testify to 
Christ. With that understanding, the creed can be seen as a plot summary of the Old 
Testament.

The Creed as a Pedagogical Outline
The creed has historically had a pedagogical use as well. We have a number of 

texts from the fourth century that use the creed to present the faith in the context of 
catechesis. The creed in question is not usually the Nicene Creed, but the local bap-
tismal creed, which the candidates were required to memorize and which was part of 
the baptismal rite itself. Often, the early church did not employ the formula, “I baptize 
you in the name of the Father and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit,” but they actu-
ally used the creed as the baptismal formula. The priest would ask, “Do you believe in 
God the Father Almighty, Maker of heaven and earth?” The candidate would answer, 
“I believe,” and the priest would immerse him. Then the priest would ask similar ques-
tions consisting of the second and third articles, with an immersion after each response, 
“I believe.” However, the creed not only was the baptismal formula, but in many 
cases it also served as the basis for the catechetical instruction. For example, Cyril of 
Jerusalem and Theodore of Mopsuestia both have catechetical lectures that are struc-
tured around the creed. As an outline, the creed provides structure, but it is often sup-
plemented with whatever the catechist feels it necessary for the catechumens to know. 
Each part of the creed is a launching point into a doctrinal discussion.

If we jump ahead some fifteen hundred years, we see that Francis Pieper’s 
Christian Dogmatics is structured the same way, except that it is far more expansive than 
the catechetical lectures from the early church. Pieper has three volumes, each volume 
corresponding to one of the articles of the creed. However, the work is not really a 
commentary on the creed because Pieper supplements the creedal material quite heavily 
in order to cover the points he wants to make. For example, the discussion on the three 
genera of christological communication of attributes finds a natural home in volume 
2, though there is no particular line of the creed that elicits the discussion. Rather, the 
creed provides the overall structure of the work.

The success of using the creed as an outline for a course depends on the thought-
fulness and creativity of the teacher in drawing connections between lines of the creed 
and topics that need to be covered in the course. Berard Marthaler’s book The Creed: 
The Apostolic Faith in Contemporary Theology, is a good example. This book is intended 
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as a textbook for a college-level class in theology and is written from a Roman Catholic 
perspective. Marthaler is quite successful at linking topics that need to be covered in 
such a course to specific lines of the creed. For example, the creedal phrase “Maker of 
heaven and earth” is the launching point for a discussion of other Near-Eastern creation 
accounts, as well as Gnosticism and a discussion of faith and science.16 When Marthaler 
wants to acquaint students with the quest for the historical Jesus, he locates the discus-
sion under the phrase “suffered under Pontius Pilate” on the grounds that this phrase is 
a historical detail that serves to date the crucifixion.17 When the creed is used as a topi-
cal outline like this, it can provide pegs, as it were, on which to hang any number of 
topics. It is not a bad way to organize a course that attempts to give an overview of the 
Christian faith.

Conclusion
I have surveyed three ways the Nicene Creed is used in the church: doctrinally, 

hermeneutically, and pedagogically. This is not an exhaustive list, but I think it does 
highlight a fairly broad range of possibilities that moves us beyond treating the creed 
as a list of doctrines. Up to this point, I have emphasized the differences between these 
ways of viewing the creed. Now, however, I would like to sketch how the three views 
are in fact related.

The creed is first and foremost a plot summary of the biblical narrative. That is 
how it reads. Therefore, I believe that the hermeneutical function is primary. Doctrines, 
however, do arise from that narrative. For that reason, it does make sense to speak of 
doctrines in the creed. For example, the creed says, “I look for the resurrection of the 
dead.” That particular part of the plot summary does in fact affirm the resurrection. 
A plot summary, however, is just a summary and not a complete retelling of the plot. 
That is where the pedagogical use of the creed comes in. As a summary, the creed can 
provide a structure for catechesis or college-level or seminary-level education without 
the expectation that the creed is exhaustive. The blanks can be filled it, as it were, with 
material that is appropriate for the level of education. Of course, this is not the only 
way to organize theological education, but the particular advantage that it does afford is 
that the course remains grounded in the biblical narrative.

To “confess our Christian faith in the words of the Nicene Creed” is to recognize 
that we are part of a story that is larger than ourselves. We are part of a church that has 
been telling that story longer than our nation or even our language has existed. And 
more than that, we are part of the story itself, which extends from the beginning to the 
eschaton and which hinges around the time when the Son, who is homousios with the 
Father, became incarnate for us and was crucified and rose from the dead.
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“I make these confessions my own because they are in accord with the Word 
of God.” With these words, in the ordination rite in Lutheran Service Book, pastors 
place themselves under the secondary authority of the Lutheran Confessions—Holy 
Scripture being their primary authority—as these confessions are contained in the Book 
of Concord. Pastors thereby pledge themselves to be truthful in advertising just who 
their congregations may expect them to be as teachers of the Scriptures and the church. 
However, members of the congregation and even pastors are sometimes not clear as to 
what it means precisely to accept the Augsburg Confession as a repetition of the ancient 
creedal faith and the later documents of the Book of Concord as repetitions of the 
teaching of the Augsburg Confession.

In the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, concerns about confessional subscrip-
tion frequently revolved around the question of the extent of confessional subscription: 
what does it mean to say “because [italics added] they are in accord with the Word of 
God”? And so questions dealt with the difference between an unconditional subscrip-
tion (quia . . . because they agree with Scripture) and conditional subscription (quate-
nus . . . in so far as they agree with Scripture). This in turn raised questions about the 
content of the confessions and what was included in confessional subscription and what 
was not included.1 By the end of the twentieth century, it was suggested that the ques-
tion had shifted from the extent of confessional subscription to the biblical rationale for 
having confessions.2  

In addition to those important questions, we face the issue of how we use the 
confessions today. Are they theological dictionaries? Collections of quotable theologi-
cal quotes? Do they exhaust theological activity and thought? At this point, it may be 
helpful to see how they came to be regarded and used in the two generations during 
which they were written and accepted. The Augsburg Confession provides the point 
of departure as it marked the first of a new genre of theological writing called a confes-
sion. In the process, it becomes evident that the continuing value of the confessions for 
them—and for us—lies in what they confess. The content of those confessions con-
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vinces us to make them our own because it is evangelically centered, biblically faithful, 
and pastorally effective.

The Augsburg Confession Then
The Augsburg Confession has meant many things to many people. Never was 

that more true than in the quarter century between its composition in 1530 and its 
incorporation into German imperial civil law in the Religious Peace of Augsburg in 
1555 when it became the defining document of those who were given legal, albeit infe-
rior, status alongside those who remained faithful to the papacy. Philip Melanchthon 
composed the document as an explanation for why the princes and city councils that 
had introduced Wittenberg-style reform in their territories during the 1520s. Emperor 
Charles V had demanded such an explanation be presented at the diet of the imperial 
estates of the German Empire in Augsburg in the spring of 1530. His demand actually 
presumed that no justification could be made for following Luther’s proposals for the 
life of the church.

Melanchthon served not only as a professor in Wittenberg but also as the chief 
diplomat on theological matters for his own prince, Elector John of Saxony, and for 
John’s associates among the princes and city counselors in the Evangelical camp. As he 
began drafting his—their! —explanation for their reforms, he entitled the manuscript 
“Apologia” (Defense). The manuscript was to serve as the script for the oral presenta-
tion of the Evangelical case for reform and was to be read to the emperor and the diet 
of the German estates by the vice-chancellor of elector Saxony, Christian Beyer. But as 
events unfolded in Augsburg, Melanchthon came to realize that John Eck, the leading 
voice of the Roman Catholic party in Germany at the time, had changed the situation. 
Eck had challenged Wittenberg theology to prove its catholicity in a set of 404 propo-
sitions gleaned and sometimes twisted out of writings of Luther, Melanchthon, and 
their colleagues, but also from the writings of a wide range of rebels within the church.3 
Melanchthon decided that Beyer’s speech should go beyond a defense of reform of 
practice and testify to the faithfulness of Wittenberg theology to the Holy Scripture and 
the catholic tradition of the church. He entitled the document a “confession.” The term 
“confession” had occasionally been used in connection with formal decrees of bishops 
and councils in the Middle Ages, but it had never been the label for a definition of the 
faith, an equivalent of the ancient creeds. Melanchthon, without really being aware of 
it, created a new genre of Christian writing and a new way of defining what it means to 
be Christian.4

This new definition and mode of definition matched the thinking that had brought 
Luther to his reform proposals. He had grown up with a concept of being Christian that 
saw in human ritual performance the single most important key—alongside God’s grace 
but more critical than that gift—for establishing and maintaining the relationship of sin-
ners with God. The ex opere operato participation in the mass and performance of other 
sacred or religious activities had come to mean to many that God’s favor comes to those 
who perform the proper rituals whether they do so in faith or not. Luther’s reading of 
Scripture joined with his own personality and the presuppositions he had learned from the 
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Ockhamist tradition led him to define being Christian as a relationship based on God’s 
approach to sinners, not their approach to him. God comes to human beings as a Creator 
who creates and re-creates through speaking. He speaks us free of sin with a word parallel 
to his creative word in Genesis 1. As the word made flesh, Jesus Christ had come, Luther 
rejoiced to proclaim, as the one who putss sin and sinful identities to death through his 
death and who raises up his people to new life and justifies them through his resurrection 
(Rom 4:25). He makes sinners into new creatures, his children, by absolving them of their 
sins and thus restoring their righteousness in his sight.5

The expression of these convictions fell naturally into the form of a “confession,” 
a public acclamation of the God of conversation and community who, from Genesis 
1 to Revelation 22, is found talking and through his talking makes all things new. 
Melanchthon had found the right word for what he and Luther believed stands at the 
heart of being God’s child.

Nonetheless, neither Luther nor Melanchthon recognized what Christian Beyer’s 
speech could mean and how it could serve the church. Inevitably within the Wittenberg 
circle, in which the Gutenberg galaxy had come to shine as never before in the three-
quarters of a century since Johann Gutenberg had invented movable type, the speech 
came into print. That gave Beyer’s words legs that could deliver the message far beyond 
the streets of Augsburg. Once printed in early 1531, it did just that.

But just how the printed speech could function in the life of the church was not 
yet clear. Melanchthon as author and Luther as his team partner regarded the docu-
ment in several ways during their lives. Throughout the 1530s, the Wittenberg estab-
lishment as a whole did not know what it meant to have a “confession.” Elector John’s 
son, John Frederick, who succeeded his father at his death in 1532, thought that the 
document belonged to him. He and his father had commissioned it to be written by 
their chief ecclesiastical diplomat and spokesman, and he as Saxon duke had risked his 
life and lands having it read before the emperor. He and his fellow princes thought of 
it as a sort of mission statement. When negotiations with the emperor and the Roman 
Catholic theologians became serious in the late 1530s, John Frederick wanted to 
update the document. He had Melanchthon work out a Variata, expanding especially 
the articles related to justification by faith so that the heart of the Lutheran message 
could be made clear to Roman opponents. Of this Variata, Martin Chemnitz argued 
in 1561, the year in which it became potentially an instrument for providing legal 
protection for the Calvinists, that the revisions of 1540 and 1542, largely on the doc-
trine of justification, should not be rejected simply because of Calvinist misinterpreta-
tion of the revision of Article 10.6 Luther had accepted it because the language it used 
regarding the true presence of Christ’s body and blood in the Lord’s Supper had been 
understood in Wittenberg, also by Melanchthon, in a manner consistent with Luther’s 
view of the true presence of Christ’s body and blood. The Lutheran churches wisely 
returned to the printed version of 1531 but in that process lost some helpful exposi-
tion of justification.

After 1555, the Augsburg Confession became a legal tool for early modern gov-
ernments to enforce unity in public teaching, and it served that and other purposes 
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into the twenty-first century in lands with Lutheran establishments. Those establish-
ments recognized that the Augsburg Confession required commentary and expan-
sion and added to it Melanchthon’s own Apology and the Formula of Concord, both 
intended to be such commentaries, and Luther’s catechisms and Smalcald Articles for 
further expansion and clarification. In the Book of Concord, the ancient creeds set the 
foundation for the Lutheran summary of the biblical message in these documents. The 
Book of Concord was published to define how Lutherans believed this biblical message 
should be conveyed to people around the globe.

The Augsburg Confession and its associate documents do not serve to meet every 
need of the church directly. The Augsburg Confession was always viewed as inadequate 
for purposes other than its intended one. It is inadequate as a dogmatics textbook for 
all questions of biblical interpretation that can arise; it is more than adequate as a her-
meneutical foundation for searching the Scriptures and applying their message in God’s 
ever-changing world. The Confession is inadequate as a pastoral handbook for every 
casuistic case that surfaces, for instance. It is more than adequate to console troubled 
consciences, to call the erring and suffering back to their Creator, to show the repentant 
what God is doing for them and what he wants them to be doing for him and for oth-
ers. Melanchthon himself recognized the Augsburg Confession as inadequate and wrote 
his Apology in the aftermath of the emperor’s rejection as a commentary which filled 
in details raised in the Confutation. His and Luther’s students recognized that it left 
certain issues unresolved, and they offered the Formula of Concord as another com-
mentary which addressed the teachings of the Confession to another time with other 
questions and circumstances.

The Augsburg Confession has, however, over time proved its adequacy and 
excellence as the rule of faith which provides a firm foundation for taking the heart 
of the biblical message to people in different times, societies, and cultures. Already in 
the 1530s, the Wittenberg team regarded the Augsburg Confession as the analogia 
fidei (rule of faith) which guided its teaching. The printing press allowed for longer 
rules of faith and more precise use than before. Historical circumstances led the king 
of Denmark-Norway-Iceland to reject all but the Augsburg Confession and the Small 
Catechism, but the following generation accepted and confessed and taught the theol-
ogy represented in the Formula of Concord as well. 

Neither the apparatus of state bureaucracies nor the efforts of denominational 
leadership can enforce the unity for which the Book of Concord strove in cultures in 
which state and church are “separated” and in a time when denominational loyalty ever 
weakens. But the message of the Augsburg Confession and the entire Book of Concord 
needs neither mechanisms of state nor regulations of churches to stand on its own as 
the standard to which Christians wish to conform as they share the biblical message 
with the people of our day. The Book of Concord convinces its adherents on the basis 
of its faithfulness to Scripture and its helpfulness in giving good pastoral care to God’s 
people. The spirit of Augsburg and the method of the Wittenberg theologians carry the 
content of the Lutheran confessional documents into the many societies and cultures of 
the twenty-first century in which God calls Lutherans to repeat their confession of faith 
for the benefit of church and world.
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The Augsburg Confession Now
What do we make of all this today? As the Book of Concord was presented to 

pastors in the late 1570s, their governments expected that they would subscribe to it as 
their own confession, but the possibility of rejecting it was granted even at the cost of 
losing one’s office. In accord with Luther’s conviction that the temporal sword could 
not coerce belief, however, the intent was never to force subscription. Both church lead-
ers and temporal officials believed that the testimony to the biblical message contained 
in the confessional documents was sufficient to convince in itself. Indeed, its authors 
and first adherents found it to be the most practical, pastoral exposition of God’s truth 
in Scripture imaginable. The Lutheran confessions were and remain living documents, 
as apt and applicable today as they were then, even though they must be addressed to 
radically different cultural presuppositions and practices. It does a disservice to the Book 
of Concord to regard it merely as a museum piece that shows us how people thought in 
the sixteenth century and limit its significance to that of historical precedent.

Lutherans do not regard the Book of Concord as golden plates, fallen directly 
from heaven or delivered by an angel to a committee meeting at Bergen Abbey in May 
1577. The confessional documents arose in response to specific situations and address 
those situations with the biblical truth that still addresses our situations. Today, though, 
that address may occur with other emphases, language, illustrations, or comparisons 
determined by the different historical situation in which God has placed us. We render 
the confessions useless if we leave them trapped in the sixteenth century. They bring 
the dynamic of God’s word in Scripture that is apt for every time to its full force when 
their formulations are effectively translated into answers for the fundamental ques-
tions of the human dilemma under sin and Satan in a direct and fresh way within the 
framework of thought of the culture where God calls us to speak his word. The Book 
of Concord makes concrete for twenty-first-century Christians a pattern for the spirit in 
which we practice the proclamation of God’s word, for the method which we employ in 
delivery of his gifts of forgiveness, life, and salvation, and for the content of our sharing 
his word in the situations to which he calls us.

The Lutheran confessions provide a model for Lutheran action and theological 
activity that excites and impels their adherents to live out the spirit demonstrated by 
the Evangelical princes and municipal representatives who put their lives on the line in 
Augsburg.7 To accept the Book of Concord in their spirit means to see that the Creator 
has come to rescue his rebellious human creatures and restore them as his children 
and their world as his own through the death and resurrection of Jesus Christ. Christ 
is God’s word come in human flesh and blood, skin and bones, as the truly incarnate 
second person of the Holy Trinity. When you have said “Jesus,” you have not said it 
all, but you have struck the center of God’s message for sinners and of human life itself. 
All the rest fills in the details of the conversation God wants to have with his people. 
Second, to accept the Book of Concord in its spirit means to recognize the eschatologi-
cal nature of human life in a world of sin and evil. Lutherans live in the consciousness 
of the constant attacks of Satan and the immediacy of God’s judging and liberating 
presence. Thus, they regard the whole life of the Christian as a life of repentance, of 
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dying and rising in Christ Jesus, following the pattern of life that he established for his 
people in baptism (Rom 6:3–11; Col 2:11–15). To accept the Book of Concord means 
to be committed to ecumenical witness, just as the first confessors at Augsburg came 
there to call the entire church to faithfulness to the biblical message. Lutherans have 
confidence in their confession, and they freely encounter fellow believers of all stripes in 
order to hear their testimony with respect and to give witness to the message contained 
in the Book of Concord. To accept the Book of Concord means to practice faithfully 
the edification of the church itself, building up Christ’s body into an ever more mature 
witness to God’s conversation with us. To accept the Book of Concord means to be 
committed to the witness to those outside the faith. Evangelization is the unavoidable 
consequence of confessing with the Wittenberg reformers. The impulse that comes nat-
urally from the message of justification by faith in Christ drives Lutherans into conver-
sation with those outside the faith so that they may be brought to trust in Christ as well.

Propelled by the spirit of Augsburg, twenty-first century Lutherans practice the 
application of God’s word to hearers according to the method which enabled Luther 
and Melanchthon to bring the message of Scripture to their hearers and readers with a 
force that changed church and society in their day. They recognized what dramatists of 
every age in every culture have known. Human life encounters problems and seeks solu-
tions. Luther’s evangelical maturation—his movement from medieval ways of thinking 
to a fresh approach to Scripture and to daily life—centered on his redefinition of the 
terms “law” and “gospel.” He abandoned a “salvation history” approach to the usage 
of the terms, which posited that the law was for the Old Testament people of God and 
that Christ brought the new law, the gospel, to earth in his own person in the New 
Testament. Instead, Luther saw the existential relevance of law and gospel to every 
human life by using the term “law” for God’s plan and design for human life and activ-
ity while defining “gospel” as God’s action of rescuing and restoring rebellious human 
beings to life as his children through the death and resurrection of Jesus Christ, God 
come in human flesh.8

God’s law functions as a gatekeeper in human society; although as Luther says, 
that function can provoke worse rebellion or can turn into the basis for works righ-
teousness. This happens when the deeds prescribed by the law are taken out of the 
horizontal dimension of life, where they are performed for the sake of the neighbor, 
and placed in the vertical dimension of life, where they are performed for one’s own 
sake, to make us look good in God’s sight. The primary function of the law as Luther 
experienced it crushes sinners, reveals the cracks in their own pretentiousness, and 
destroys their hopes that the gods they create will save them.9 Luther also used the law 
to instruct Christians, who are motivated by the gospel but need information on God’s 
will, as they seek the right paths for serving him as their faith produces fruits. The 
gospel, Luther taught, focuses life on Christ, whose death and resurrection changed 
the identity of those who trust in him by burying their sinful selves in his tomb, and 
raising them up to follow in his footsteps (Rom 6:3–11). This message is a re-creative 
word, which transforms sinners into children of God. Despite the mystery of the con-
tinuation of sin and evil in the lives of the baptized, they are truly saints, holy in God’s 
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sight, because God’s regard—his “imputation” of righteousness, his word of absolu-
tion—determines reality. That word of forgiveness becomes a word of consolation and 
comfort when believers are hard pressed by the attacks of Satan and the foulness of the 
world, and it becomes a word of empowerment as it impresses upon them who they 
really are in God’s sight: his servants and children, who carry out the plans for good 
that the Father wants the family to implement for the neighborhood.

The content of the Book of Concord summarizes faithfully the entire teaching 
of Scripture. That content does not lie exclusively in the words and formulations that 
spoke to sixteenth-century Germans. If that were true, as some nineteenth-century 
immigrants believed, we would still be speaking German and, like Muslims with Arabic, 
teaching it to converts. The content belongs to the Holy Spirit, who spoke in many 
tongues on Pentecost and continues to do so. The message and meaning that God 
wishes to convey to people comes from the Lord of history into specific historical and 
cultural circumstances as he has shaped them. He speaks out of the past to the histories 
he is creating today in every society.

The Book of Concord faithfully follows Scripture in presenting the God who 
creates, redeems, and sanctifies sinners. He is triune, and he has come to us in his sec-
ond person, God and man, to rescue and restore us to righteousness in God’s sight 
and in our practice of our humanity. He lives with us and dwells within us as the Holy 
Spirit, who leads us to trust in Christ and to produce the fruits of faith within the con-
text of the whole Christian church on earth, as his daily forgiveness prepares our flesh 
for resurrection and eternal life. The creedal formulations of the early church suffice 
as the foundation for our presentation of the person of our God. The description of 
the actions of each person of the Holy Trinity opens up opportunities for appropriate 
expressions in the languages and worlds of images among all peoples. Some examples 
may help in showing the magnificent potential of the doctrinal content of the Book of 
Concord for guidance in pastoral care and proclamation in our day.

The Book of Concord tells the story of God and of humankind, from creation 
to fall to restoration, of our identity as children of God, and then to the restored 
life that will never end. Particularly in the Apology of the Augsburg Confession, 
Melanchthon laid out the view of what it means to be human that makes Lutherans 
particularly suitable for speaking to a culture which emphasizes personal performance 
as the source of true identity and thus impels us all toward shipwrecked hopes and 
dreams and even the inability to cope and survive.10 Luther broke with the entire 
medieval tradition, which taught that human performance is the only kind of human 
righteousness there is. Augustine insisted that only God’s grace can produce that righ-
teousness, as did some other medieval theologians, but even he believed that God’s 
restoration of righteousness was measured in the human performance of God’s law. 
Luther revolted against his own teachers, who insisted that he must perform as best 
he could to attain the grace that would perfect his works. He distinguished two kinds 
of righteousness, two kinds of identity, which he first labeled aliena—from outside 
myself—and propria—works of my own performance (1519). He later turned to the 
labels “passive” and “active” for the righteousness of human beings in God’s sight and 
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for their righteousness in relationship to other creatures, especially of the human vari-
ety.11 In a culture which focuses on the identity of the individual, as western societies 
today do, it is impossible to overemphasize the significance and appeal of the message 
that a person’s core identity is a gift, just as life itself is given without any merit or 
worthiness in the child apart from that given by the love of the parent. Performance 
creates secondary identities that, though they are very important to the person and 
to the neighbor, come and go even though they provide satisfaction and joy in daily 
life. In a world driven by establishing the integrity and identity of the individual on 
the basis of outstanding performance of tasks on the job or on the sports field, in the 
home or in the community, the assertion that the core value of the human being lies 
in God’s perception of us breaks through a host of crippling judgments that blame the 
self for failure or accuse others of sabotaging our efforts.12

Thus, the false impression that with the term “justification,” restoration of righ-
teousness or core identity, Luther focused only on questions of perpetrating sin and 
suffering guilt must be set aside. Luther recognized that the crushing force of the law 
calls attention to the most important dysfunction in human life—failure to fear, love, 
and trust in God above all things—by revealing to us that we and our false gods are 
inadequate for preserving and protecting our lives. Both victims and perpetrators of evil 
are called to face their failure to trust the true God by the law’s work, whether explicitly 
or implicitly voiced. Justification thus addresses in our day, as it did for Luther and 
Melanchthon, not only our guilt and shame but our terrors and our vulnerabilities. The 
law stops us on false paths, so that the Holy Spirit can turn us to the righteousness-
restoring Savior, Jesus, who gives us life through forgiveness of sins. He restores our 
identity as children of God.

For Luther “justification” was one word among several synonyms for salvation 
that delivered the gospel. It was his most important term, for it focused on the gift of 
righteousness that Christ has delivered to us through his death and resurrection. But 
in his Small Catechism, he spoke of Christ’s “deliverance” or “redemption” of sinners 
which renders them “his own, people who live under him in his rule, and serve him”—
an apt summary of justification. Luther’s German defined “justify” not only as a court-
room action which pronounced innocence but also as “doing justice to” the accused. 
Luther understood Paul’s baptismal teaching as a summary of justification. Following 
Romans 4:25, he taught that justification brings about the death of the sinner, the loss 
of identity as sinner, and creates a new person through Christ’s resurrection. In a world 
full of people discontented with the identity they have rendered for themselves, framing 
the gospel as the gift of new identity through resurrection with Christ offers a strong 
appeal. 

Paul Gerhardt demonstrated the breadth of how Lutherans of the Book of 
Concord might formulate “justification” in “O Lord, How Shall I Meet You.” Gerhardt 
depicts the dilemma of sinners as “lying fetters, groaning,” and justification “setting 
free;” the dilemma of the “shame” which leads to bemoaning” and justification in 
God’s honoring of his chosen people. With many North Americans feeling trapped 
by their pasts and feeling dishonored, discarded, and shamed by others, the resources 
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Gerhardt found in the Book of Concord, for which he placed his pastorate and his life 
on the line, can serve us well.13

Luther and Melanchthon taught that justification takes its concrete form in the 
lives of individuals through trust. Trust is not merely one more human activity, one 
good work that comes before other good works. The Wittenberg reformers recognized 
what the Old Testament prophets and New Testament apostles had recognized and what 
the modern psychological philosopher Erik Erikson has taught the North American pub-
lic: trust is fundamental to human personhood and personality.14 Trust in elements in 
our surroundings enables us to get out of bed in the morning, to take public transport to 
work and to shop, to relate to neighbors, fellow workers, and above all family members. 
Luther taught in the Large Catechism that trust also establishes the core and founda-
tion of human life as the link to what provides us a haven in every need and all the good 
things we need. For Luther, trust is our source of an ultimate sense of identity, security, 
and meaning, of a place we belong, and the respect of others and ourselves.15

Lutherans distinguish God’s gift of that identity from his gift of being able to 
pursue the callings he gives in love for the neighbor and care of all of creation by truly 
demonstrating God’s love in the horizontal dimension of human life.16 God’s word cre-
ates reality, the Wittenberg theologians confessed, and the reality of the word of absolu-
tion is that those who trust in Christ are no longer the devil’s servants but God’s. Thus, 
the Book of Concord leads believers to the active practice of the righteousness which 
God designed for humanity in our performance of his plan for human life in his law. 
The footsteps of Christ are the place where one finds those who trust in him. This mes-
sage of the practical impact of the freeing and liberating word of justification that the 
Book of Concord proclaims, brings joy and peace in the midst of trial and tribulation 
to the people of the twenty-first century.

The Augsburg Confession joins its presentation of God’s justifying restoration 
of our identity as his children with a treatment of his word as his instrument for car-
rying out his call to repentance through the law and his restoration of our identity and 
righteousness as God’s children in the gospel. Since the end of the sixteenth century, 
Lutherans have called the several forms of this gospel—in oral, written, and sacramen-
tal concretizations of the word of Christ—the “means of grace.” Though this term is 
little used in the confessional documents, it expresses what can be more easily explained 
today than a half century ago because of the introduction of the concept of “performa-
tive” speech in modern linguistic theory.17 God’s speech not only does things, it re-
creates. When God says “forgiven,” a new reality emerges from the chaos and darkness 
of our revolt against him. It gives a solid assurance to those who experience themselves 
as sinners (even if they do not use the words “sin” and “guilt,” they suffer them) while 
God regards them as saints. This new reality makes its impact in the self-perception of 
believers who now are able—are compelled—to realize that they are the empowered 
people of God, who act like his children and carry out his will in dealing with others. 
Twenty-first century North Americans realize that speech makes a difference: the reason 
that parents tell children that “words can never hurt you” is that words have hurt the 
child. Our contemporaries respond positively to the idea that God’s words create a new 
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reality, even in the face of contrary experience.
Particularly Article 16 of the Augsburg Confession and Luther’s explanation of 

the Ten Commandments in the Large Catechism provide the basis for addressing the 
daily life and lifestyle of believers. Luther and Melanchthon combined God’s structure 
for human living in his callings to serve him in family, occupation, society, and congre-
gation with his commands for human performance. Twenty-first-century Western cul-
tures do not provide the traditional biblically-derived framework for morality and civic 
behavior that was taken for granted in sixteenth-century Germany. Therefore, cultivat-
ing the ethical argument that leads to Christian thinking about moral questions in the 
congregation today requires special efforts. This formulation of God’s will and plan for 
daily life finds rich resources in the Wittenberg way of thinking.

The Book of Concord is not a manual for congregational life nor a handbook of 
pastoral care. Nonetheless, the insights of Formula of Concord Article 10 on adiapho-
ra18 strengthen the teaching of Augsburg Confession Article 15 on human rites and cer-
emonies in the church.19 Luther’s radical redefinition of what it means to be Christian 
removed all matters of ritual and practice from the essential core of the faith (the esse) 
and placed them in the realm of that which must serve the gospel and strengthen the 
faith of believers (the bene esse). Different issues beset the contemporary congregation 
than what the reformers faced in 1530, but the model for approaching such challenges 
in a way that reflects and reinforces proclamation of the gospel serves us well and pro-
vides tools for addressing the down-to-earth frictions that sometimes loom larger in our 
consciousness than do matters of doctrine.

This review of the content of the Book of Concord could touch many more top-
ics—church, sacraments, eschatology, and others—which are illuminated and explicated 
by Luther, Melanchthon, and the authors of the Formula of Concord in ways that may 
need translation into our culture but that set down the content of Scripture in a compel-
ling and inviting manner. Because of this, subscription to the Book of Concord—claim-
ing its teaching as our own—flows from the conviction that the book itself creates in its 
readers. When this does not happen, subscribers must honestly say that this confession of 
the faith is not their own and find another allegiance and secondary authority.

Subscription to the Book of Concord does not mean that the pastor masters the 
book. It means that the book has sufficiently mastered the pastor to serve as foundation, 
guide, reference, and secondary authority as a faithful witness to Scripture’s revelation 
of God and his work and will for humankind. Such subscription creates comfort for 
those who realize that they do not understand the Bible completely but wish to bring its 
message effectively to the people to whom God has sent them, even when they are five 
centuries and six thousand or more miles from the Germany in which the confessions 
emerged. 

This liberating effect of subscription to the Book of Concord makes it a friend of 
the people of God.
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Making Sense of Confessionalism Today

Joel P. Okamoto

Confessionalism Today
Like the Dow Jones Industrial Average, Lutheran confessionalism in the United 

States has gone up and down. Unlike the Dow, however, confessionalism has experi-
enced more breakdowns than breakthroughs, more conflicts than concords, more revers-
es than revivals. It is now approaching irrelevance. In a recent study, religious scholar 
D. G. Hart called Protestant—including Lutheran—confessionalism, “the lost soul of 
American Protestantism.”1 “Lost” also describes confessionalism’s place on the usual 
map of American Christianity. National surveys of religion have categories for conserva-
tive evangelicals, mainline Protestants, Roman Catholics, and sometimes Mormons, but 
nothing corresponding to “confessionalism.” Neither did Richard John Neuhaus—who 
knew Lutheran confessionalism firsthand—when he wrote to American Protestants: 

Switch from Presbyterian to Methodist, or start attending the evangelical 
“megachurch” in the neighboring exurb, and you will raise few eyebrows. 
People who move from one denomination to another, or from the denom-
inational to the “nondenominational” (which is one of the biggest denom-
inations), are exercising preferences that are so to speak, all in the religious 
family. Announce that you’re taking instruction to become a Catholic, 
however, and it is likely to prompt sharp questions. Not necessarily hostile 
questions, mind you, but questions of intense curiosity. Why would you 
want to join “them”? Catholics in America have always been the religious 
and, to a significant extent, cultural “other.”2 

More than this, Lutherans themselves are divided about confessionalism. All 
Lutherans in the United States acknowledge that the ecumenical creeds and the 
Lutheran confessions are authoritative. But differences become apparent when we see 
what this commitment entails. Differences are most apparent on “cultural issues” like 
sex and sexuality (e.g., ordination of women to the pastoral office and homosexuality) 
and in questions about corporate worship (e.g., what liturgical orders are confessional?). 

The confusion on confessionalism, however, runs deeper. This confusion is evi-
dent in the Missouri Synod’s Luther’s Small Catechism with Explanation (the so-called 
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Synodical Catechism).3 If anything reflects the depth and seriousness of the church 
body’s confessionalism, it is this elementary text. 

So how does it answer, who is the only true God? The Synodical Catechism teaches:

The only true God is the triune God: Father, Son, and Holy Spirit, three 
distinct persons in one divine being (the Holy Trinity).4 

One might defend this answer as doctrinally correct, but it fails in helping inex-
perienced, often young, learners to read and hear the Scriptures, and to pray, praise, 
and give thanks. Not only does a passage like John 3:16 become difficult (who is the 
“God” who so loved the world?) but even more passages like John 17:3, where Jesus 
himself prays about “the only true God and Jesus Christ whom thou hast sent,” and 1 
Corinthians 8:6, where Paul teaches, “But to us there is but one God, the Father . . . and 
one Lord Jesus Christ.” In the same way, this answer confuses rather than helps a child 
to know what she is doing when she prays: “Dear God . . .” To whom—or to what—is 
she praying? How should she know? 

Turning from God to his Son—Who is Jesus Christ?—the Synodical Catechism 
teaches: 

Jesus Christ is “true God, begotten of the Father from eternity, and also 
true man, born of the Virgin Mary.”5

This response fails even to answer the question. Instead of identifying Jesus 
Christ, the response tells of his personal constitution in two natures. 

To complicate matters, this takes place at a time when American society features 
not only varied Christian traditions and sects, but ancient religions like Hinduism, new 
religions like Wicca, self-named religions like “Sheilaism,” and “none” at all.6 Now 
Christians have to be concerned not only about the identity of their god but also the 
“death of God.” As much as at any time in the past thousand years, Christians in the 
West need to be clear about a great deal, including the identity of their God and of 
Jesus Christ, his Son. It is little wonder that confessionalism has been called “the lost 
soul of American Protestantism.” 

The most serious problems with confessionalism are our own. They are not 
about how Lutherans are misunderstood or misrepresented or ignored. They are about 
our own understanding of confessionalism and what it entails. Above all, the problems 
with confessionalism stem from taking the Confessions for granted. 

This is neither a recent development nor a new discovery. Hermann Sasse 
recognized this in his 1951 essay, “Confession (Confessionalism) and Theology in 
the Missouri Synod.”7 He praised the Missouri Synod as “one of the very few great 
Lutheran churches which have the courage [to make] the whole Book of Concord her 
own.”8 But he also pointed out that confessionalism was a matter of faith. Therefore, 
each generation had to ask itself whether it was still Lutheran. 
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 It is not the question concerning the strength of the external organization, 
the constitution, the growth of the congregation, or the school system. Nor 
is it the question with respect to the position of the Confession as the basis 
for the message and work of the church. Rather it is the question concern-
ing the strength of the Lutheran faith in the sense of the genuine deep faith 
of the heart in the saving Gospel. It is the question whether, and to what 
extent this strongest confessional church of Lutheranism is a truly confessing 
church, a church in which the Lutheran Confession is not merely held in 
honor as the confession of the fathers and therefore in force and untouch-
able, it is the question whether the Confession is the confession of a living 
faith of the congregation, and therefore the life-principle of the church. It is 
the question which Missouri, even as every other church, must ask herself in 
humility and must answer before the face of God: Are we still Lutheran?9

Sasse’s answer was “No.” To show this he cited the case of P. E. Kretzmann, 
who had left the Missouri Synod over the question of church fellowship. Sasse noted 
how important and far-reaching this question was, because it “concerns the oneness of 
the church, and of a practice in conformity with this doctrine. For the essence of the 
Lutheran church becomes manifest in connection with the question, where the limits of 
church and church fellowship lie.”10 But how was it handled? Not in terms of CA VII, 
but only around the exegesis of Romans 16:17ff. The Confessions played no role. What 
did this mean for the confessionalism of the Missouri Synod? “Here we must note a fact 
which at first glance seems hardly believable. The Lutheran Confessions no longer play 
the role in the life and in the theological thinking of the Missouri Synod, in fact, of all of 
American Lutheranism by far which they played during the 19th century.”11 

For Sasse, “The most necessary task . . . is this, that we learn again to read Luther 
and the Confessions.”12 But this counsel presupposed Christendom, a social consensus 
about God and the Christian Church. Today this consensus is gone. Today our task is 
larger. We need to think again about what “confessionalism” means and how to make 
sense of it for our current situation. 

For this, I propose that we think of “confessionalism” as understanding our iden-
tity and life as Christians in terms of the confession “Jesus is Lord.” This idea of confes-
sionalism roots in something simple and basic: hearing and believing the gospel that 
gives rise to this confession of faith. This idea allows us both to articulate our accepted 
doctrines and practices in an organic, intuitive way and also to give clear guidance for 
articulating or testing other positions along the same confessional lines. 

What Is “Confessionalism”? 
To orient ourselves, let us consider a typical explanation of the Lutheran church 

coming from the time that Sasse was writing about confessionalism: 

The Lutheran Church is a confessional Church. Everybody who knows 
anything about us is aware that our Church must be classified as a confes-
sional one. What does that mean? It means that in our Church we have 
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 confessions, or standards, or symbolical books, in which we set forth our 
faith and by which hence we are guided.13

Following this, we could define “confessionalism” as understanding Christian 
identity and life in terms of these confessional documents. 

The idea of confessionalism, however, should be more secure. This one relies 
on documents that take us back only to the sixteenth century, not to the first century. 
They take us back only to Luther, Melanchthon, Andreae, and Chemnitz, not to Peter, 
John, Paul, and the Lord Jesus Christ. These documents are exactly what we need to 
describe Lutheran confessionalism, but not to define it. In today’s situation, we need 
something more secure, something more fully catholic. 

Specific confessional documents are unquestionably important, but none of them 
is essential to being Christian. Confession of faith, however, is both natural and essen-
tial to being Christian. Confession is natural in that it arises as a matter of course. 
Confessing Jesus arises from encountering him and believing in him, as Peter did (Mt 
16:16). Confessing Jesus arises also from encountering those who question Jesus’ pres-
ence, authority, word, and work, as Peter also did (Acts 4:8–12). Confession is essen-
tial in the way Paul had in mind when he wrote: “If you confess [ὁμολογήσὁς] with 
your mouth that Jesus is Lord and believe in your heart that God raised him from the 
dead, you will be saved” (Rom 10:9 ESV). Because confession is so clearly part of the 
Christian existence, viewing the Christian way of life in terms of confession—which is 
to say, adopting a confessional perspective—is natural for Christians. 

We cannot settle, however, for the purely formal definition we would get were 
we simply to substitute “confession of faith” for “confessional documents.” Such a defi-
nition lacks any concrete content, so it could never get us to distinguish a truly confes-
sional understanding of worship or explain a truly confessional position on justification. 
We need a particular Christian confession of faith. 

One candidate is the confession of Jesus Christ as the Son of God. This follows 
Peter’s confession, “You are the Christ, the Son of the living God” (Mt 16:16) and 
also the testimony of John in his gospel: “These are written that you may believe that 
Jesus is the Christ, the Son of God.” (Jn 20:31). But I suggest the confession “Jesus is 
Lord.” Either confession will work. “Jesus is Lord,” however, fits several important New 
Testament formulae (e.g., Rom 10:9; Phil 2:11; 1 Cor 8:6; 1 Cor 12:3; 2 Cor 13:14), 
and also the ecumenical creeds and Lutheran confessions. The Apostles’ Creed confesses 
“And in Jesus Christ our Lord,” while the Niceno-Constantinopolitan (or Nicene) 
Creed confesses, “And in one Lord Jesus Christ.” Similarly both the Small and Large 
Catechisms teach that Jesus Christ is “Lord” under the Second Article. 

And so we will define confessionalism as Christian identity and life understood in 
terms of the confession “Jesus is Lord.” This means that confessionalism answers questions 
such as “What is a Christian?” “What does it mean to be Christian?” and “Where do we 
find Christians?” in terms of confessing Jesus is Lord. 
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 “Confessionalism” and the Creeds and Confessions of the Church
This conception of confessionalism roots it in something simple and essential. If 

someone were to demand the Lutheran Confession in ten words or less, you have seven 
to spare: “Jesus is Lord.” 

Put like this, no one can deny or criticize confessionalism, but put like this, 
Lutheran confessionalism is merely a particular definition of “Christianity.” This 
is actually not trivial, because we certainly would want to claim that a specifically 
Lutheran confessionalism is nothing but “mere Christianity,” to borrow from C. S. 
Lewis. It is, however, much more fully elaborated than simply “Jesus is Lord.” We 
should not beg the question by asserting the catholicity of our confession. We should 
justify the claim, because, in the end, we should want to be ourselves confident and to 
show others confidently that our confessionalism is nothing other than a right way of 
being Christian. To do this, we should concern ourselves primarily with showing why 
and how anyone should embrace the creeds and confessions. 

This task calls for explaining the way the confession developed in the creeds 
and confessions theologically rather than historically. This procedure is not difficult. 
It amounts to asking how the confession that Jesus is Lord arose in the first place, and 
asking whether those actions make sense of the creeds and confessions. But this pro-
cedure is often overlooked, because we usually and for good reasons trace their devel-
opment in terms of questions, errors, and controversies. The Nicene Creed is usually 
associated with the Arian controversy, the Augsburg Confession with abuses and errors 
of the Roman Church, and the Formula with intra-Lutheran debates. The historical 
development is necessary for understanding and confessing the faith today, but focus 
on it means attention especially on the debated topics, not on the faith as a whole. In 
today’s situation, we need to show not simply how the Nicene and Athanasian Creeds 
are right about God, but more importantly how they are right about everything. This 
task calls for explaining their theological development. 

The confession that Jesus is Lord arose from the preaching of the gospel itself. 
This preaching proclaims the coming of Jesus Christ to announce and to establish the 
reign of God. This understanding derives directly from the synoptic gospels and the 
Acts of the Apostles, and is reflected in Paul’s letter to the Romans: 

For Christ is the end of the law for righteousness to everyone who 
believes. For Moses writes about the righteousness that is based on the 
law, that the person who does the commandments shall live by them. But 
the righteousness based on faith says, “Do not say in your heart, ‘Who 
will ascend into heaven?’” (that is, to bring Christ down) or “Who will 
descend into the abyss?’” (that is, to bring Christ up from the dead). But 
what does it say? “The word is near you, in your mouth and in your heart” 
(that is, the word of faith that we proclaim); because, if you confess with 
your lips that Jesus is Lord and believe in your heart that God raised him 
from the dead, you will be saved. For with his heart one believes and is 
justified, and with the mouth he confesses is saved. For the Scripture says, 
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 “Everyone who believes in him will not be put to shame.” For there is no 
distinction between Jew and Greek; the same Lord is Lord of all, bestow-
ing his riches on all who call on him. For “everyone who calls on the name 
of the Lord will be saved.” 
 But how are they to call on him in whom they have not believed? 
And how are they to believe in him of whom they have never heard? And 
how are they to hear without someone preaching? And how are they to 
preach unless they are sent? As it is written, “How beautiful are the feet 
of those who preach good news!” But they have not all obeyed the gospel. 
For Isaiah says, “Lord, who has believed what he has heard from us?” So 
faith comes from hearing, and hearing through the word of Christ (Rom 
10:4–17 ESV).

We can see readily that this explanation works by examining the ecumenical 
creeds. All of them explicitly confess Jesus as Lord, and all of them relate his return to 
judge the living and the dead. The Nicene Creed also confesses “there will be no end 
to his kingdom.” In addition, each assumes the same account of God and creation, and 
each relates key features of this account (admittedly in varying degrees of completeness). 
The Apostles’ Creed confesses the Lord Jesus Christ and spells out basic features of the 
Christian story—creation; Christ’s conception, birth, death, resurrection, and return; 
and the Spirit and the life of the church—and it identifies the God of Jesus Christ and 
the Holy Spirit. The Nicene Creed does the same, and it also spells out some implica-
tions of calling Jesus “the Son of God” and also implications about the Holy Spirit. The 
Athanasian Creed confesses Christ’s suffering and death, resurrection, ascension, return, 
and final judgment, and it goes into still more detail about the nature and relationship 
of the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit—the Trinity—and about the Incarnation. 

All of these features are consistent with and readily arise from the gospel. The 
gospel proclaims and teaches that God the Creator sent his Son, Jesus Christ, to 
announce and establish his reign over all things, and to call God’s chosen people to 
repent and follow him. For this reason he was crucified. But God raised him from the 
dead and exalted him in the heavens. In the present, Christ continues to be proclaimed 
and to act in the power of the Holy Spirit through the one holy Church. And on the 
last day, Christ will return to judge the living and the dead and whose reign will be 
everlasting. This gospel naturally raises questions about the relationship of the one 
God, Jesus Christ, his Son, and the Holy Spirit, from which comes the doctrine of the 
Trinity, and also about Jesus Christ’s personal constitution, from which comes the doc-
trine of the Incarnation. 

The key question for a specifically Lutheran confessionalism is whether the 
same explanation about confession arising from the gospel that proclaims Jesus as Lord 
applies also to the Lutheran confessions. Giving answer is more complicated for three 
reasons: 1) The Book of Concord is not a single coherent text but consists of several 
diverse documents. 2) Much of it is devoted to controversies and confusions of its own 
time. 3) The confessions are much more elaborate. But we can justify in principle, if 
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 not in every detail, the account of Lutheran confessionalism proposed here by consid-
ering whether we can explain the doctrinal claims of the Augsburg Confession in the 
same way as we explained “Jesus is Lord” and the ecumenical creeds. This is because the 
Book of Concord itself regards the Augsburg Confession as the Lutheran “Symbol” and 
the primary Lutheran confession of faith.14 Moreover, we can simplify matters further 
by focusing on the first part of the Augsburg Confession, which contains a summary of 
preaching and teaching.15

But before starting we should acknowledge that this procedure is appropri-
ate. The Preface to the Book of Concord shows us that the confessors regarded the 
Reformation as an event in salvation history and the Augsburg Confession as a response 
to the gospel and the saving word: 

In these last days of this transitory world the Almighty God, out of his 
immeasurable love, grace, and mercy for the human race, has allowed the 
light of his holy gospel and his Word that alone grants salvation to appear 
and shine forth purely, unalloyed and unadulterated out of the supersti-
tious, papistic darkness for the German nation, our beloved fatherland. 
As a result, a short confession was assembled out of the divine, apostolic, 
and prophetic Scripture. In 1530 at the Diet of Augsburg it was presented 
in both German and Latin to the former Emperor of most praiseworthy 
memory, Charles V, by our pious and Christian predecessors; it was set 
forth for all estates of the Empire and was disseminated and has resounded 
publicly through all Christendom in the whole wide world.16

Like the ecumenical creeds, the Augsburg Confession confesses “the Lord Christ” 
and relates key features of the Christian story: God as Creator; the birth, death, resur-
rection, and return of Christ; and the Holy Spirit, the Church, the means of grace, 
and the last day. But like the whole Book of Concord, the Augsburg Confession is 
significantly more detailed than the ecumenical creeds. Even if we restrict ourselves to 
the doctrinal articles (I–XXI), which work from God (I) and Christ (III) to the last day 
(XVII), we still find it makes claims about sin, justification, good works, the Church 
and her life (means of grace, orders, rites), and civil government. To be sure, because of 
historical circumstances, we should not expect our theological articulation to fit exactly 
the articulation of the Augsburg Confession. But it should be close in explicit content, 
and consistent in any case. Moreover, the articulation of different claims should show 
clear connections between the different articles. 

Where do we begin? Obviously, it should be justification (CA IV). The gospel 
teaches that all authority and judgment (Mt 28:18; Jn 5:19–28), including the author-
ity to forgive sins (Mt 9:2–8; Jn 20:21–23), has been given to Jesus Christ, and that he 
will return to judge the living and the dead. Authority of this scope makes Jesus “Lord.” 
Authority of this scope also puts every human creature on notice: their standing before 
God is no matter of their efforts, merits, or intentions, because their justification before 
God depends entirely on Jesus Christ. We see this authority play out when Peter pro-
claimed the gospel of Jesus Christ on Pentecost (Acts 2:14–41). After recounting who 
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 Jesus was and what he had done, Peter declared to the crowds that God had raised Jesus 
from the death they had perpetrated and made him Lord and Christ. The news strikes 
his hearers hard, because they know that when he returns, they will be among the first 
he will destroy. So they ask how they might be saved. Peter proclaims repentance and 
forgiveness through baptism in Jesus’s name. Thousands believe the message and are 
baptized. This, of course, was only the beginning. The same message about Christ cru-
cified and raised was proclaimed and continues to be proclaimed, and on that account 
repentance for the forgiveness of sins has been proclaimed in his name to all nations (Lk 
24:47). And through this “it [comes] to pass that everyone who calls upon the name of 
the Lord shall be saved” (Acts 2:21 ESV, quoting Joel 2:32). And we learn from this 
that if we ask about how one is justified, that it must be solely by grace. If Jesus is Lord 
and all authority is his, then one’s righteousness depends entirely on him. 

From this point, everything else unfolds quickly and easily. The bare truth about 
justification by grace comforts no one, because it renders one completely passive. The 
crowds on Pentecost knew they were passive—they had nowhere to run and no excuses 
to offer—and so they feared the wrath of the Lord and sought to be saved. More gener-
ally, the idea that one is completely passive in justification is in itself not gracious, as the 
concept of election clearly illustrates. It is so difficult that it compels people to explain 
it away (e.g., synergism) or to deny it altogether. Their rejection, however, reveals their 
innate sinfulness, that is, their innate lack of fear and trust in God—which justifies the 
Confession’s positions on sin as a condition and on the will as captive without God (CA 
II, XVIII). Neither bad theology nor unbelief can reconcile sinners to God. Only the 
preaching of grace in the Word and by the administration of sacraments can do this, 
because they are means by which God gives faith by the Holy Spirit (CA V). They give 
faith, however, not by infusion but by being words and signs of God’s gracious favor 
that Jesus Christ by his authority instituted and commanded (CA IX, X, XI, XII). These 
words and signs of grace, like all promises, awaken and strengthen faith (CA XIII). How 
are these words spoken and these signs made? By those specially called to speak and act 
on behalf of the Lord (CA XIV). What are the results? From each of the justified come 
good works (CA VI, XX). Works cannot justify, but the faith that does justify also pro-
duces good deeds. Out of all the justified comes the church, which is the assembly of all 
who believe in Jesus Christ. Therefore the Church’s unity does not depend on humanly 
devised traditions or rites but simply on the pure preaching of the gospel and the right 
administration of the sacraments (CA VII, VIII, XV). And although they wait for Christ’s 
return in glory and in the hope of the resurrection of the dead, believers may participate 
in the civil government, which God has ordained for the present evil age (CA XVI). 

Once again, I have not accounted for every feature or accent of the doctrinal 
articles of the Augsburg Confession. This is because they were composed with particular 
questions and concerns in mind. They were not developed with our purpose in mind. 
But in fact we have accounted for nearly everything, and nothing in these articles has 
been contradicted or made irrelevant. This approach has shown us how to see the 
Augsburg Confession as an articulation of the confession “Jesus is Lord,” and in an 
intuitive way that shows a unity in the articles of faith. 
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 How Does Confession Work? 
The account of confessionalism I am proposing makes sense of the Creeds and 

Confessions of the church as they answer such questions as “What is a Christian?” 
“What does it mean to be Christian?” and “Where do we find Christians?” in terms of 
the confession “Jesus is Lord.” The Creeds and Confessions, however, do more than 
identify Christians and summarize what they believe and do. They also regulate their 
faith and life. They have a normative function. This normative function bears two 
often-controversial topics: the confessional principle and confessional subscription. 
The confessional principle—the idea that churches have the right to demand ministers 
to pledge themselves and conform their ministries to the confessional documents—
depends on the confessions having normative authority.17 The question of confessional 
subscription is a closely related question: it asks about the extent to which the confes-
sions have normative authority.18 These topics make it important that we explain how 
confessions are normative. 

When one confesses, one declares a commitment. The act of confession is like 
“stepping forward” or “standing up and being counted.” You step forward for a person, 
and by that act you commit yourself to the person. If he goes down, you go down. You 
stand up for a person, and by that act you commit yourself to that person. If she goes 
on, you go on. Similarly, you confess your faith in someone, and by that act you com-
mit yourself to believing in him. If he comes through, you come through. 

It is striking that simply by the act of confession—by saying certain words—you 
do something. Those who utter the sentence: “I confess that Jesus is Lord” have con-
fessed. Those people have by their confession committed themselves to Jesus Christ. 
Confessors commit themselves to Jesus Christ, putting themselves under his disposal, 
and positioning themselves in a certain way against everybody else. Christ had called for 
precisely this when he said, “Everyone who confesses me before men, I also will confess 
before my Father” (Mt 10:32), just as Paul also had in mind when he said, “If you con-
fess with your mouth that Jesus is Lord . . .” (Rom 10:9). To borrow from the Small 
Catechism on Jesus the Lord, one confesses “that I may belong to him, live under him 
in his kingdom, and serve him in eternal righteousness, innocence, and blessedness.”19 
Christians today and in every age do so by the very act of confession. 

But how can mere words do this? Confession is an example of what philosopher 
J. L. Austin calls a “performative.”20 According to Austin, performatives “all will have, 
as it happens, humdrum verbs in the first person singular present indicative active. 
Utterances can be found, satisfying these conditions, yet such that: A. they do not 
‘describe’ or ‘report’ or constate [sic] anything at all, are not ‘true or false’; and B. the 
uttering of the sentence is, or is a part of, the doing of an action, which again would 
not normally be described as, or as ‘just’, saying something.”21

Some examples of what Austin called “explicit” performative sentences include:22 
I promise to take out the trash. I bet five dollars that “Goofy” will win the race. I order 
you to leave the room.

What happens when people utter these sentences? They are promising to take 
out the trash; they are betting five dollars on a race; they are ordering someone to leave. 
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 They are not, by contrast, describing a promise, reporting a bet, or recounting an order. 
They are doing those things. As Austin puts it, “There is something which is at the 
moment of uttering being done by the person uttering.”23 

Confession works in the same way. When people utter the sentence, “I confess 
that Jesus is Lord,” they are confessing. They are not stating a fact about Jesus. They are 
enacting a commitment by speaking. By making the confession, you bind yourself to 
what you confess. This is how confession has normative force. 

But what about confessional documents? It is one thing to say that uttering “I 
confess that Jesus is Lord” and other sentences of first person singular present indica-
tive active are confessions and therefore binding and normative. It is quite another to 
maintain the same force on entire documents, especially when they are not composed 
entirely or even mostly in such sentences. Can we account for this? 

We can in two ways. First, we should know that performatives need not be in 
the first person singular present indicative active. For instance, performative sentences 
can use plural verbs: We pledge our lives, our fortunes, and our sacred honor. They also 
can be rendered in the passive voice: Passengers are hereby advised that all flights to 
Phoenix have been cancelled. And a performative can be constructed by adding a separate 
operative clause or sentence: I’ll come to see you next week, and that’s a promise.24

This last construction is most relevant for us, because it shows how entire docu-
ments can be made confessions in the strict sense being proposed. We see precisely 
this construction in the final words of the preface of the Augsburg Confession: As we 
herewith make public witness and appeal. This is our confession and that of our people, 
article by article, as follows.25 This is what we hereby also publicly declare.26 

Second, as Austin points out, there is another common way to form a performa-
tive: by signing, that is, by subscription. To use one of Austin’s own examples, the per-
formative “I, John Jones, warn you that the bull is dangerous” could be conveyed also 
by this notice: This bull is dangerous. (Signed) John Jones.27

The Book of Concord does precisely this, but in much greater detail, as befits an 
official document: 

In conclusion, to repeat once again for the last time, we are not minded to 
manufacture anything new through this work of concord nor to depart in 
either substance or expression from the divine truth . . . On the contrary, 
by the grace of the Holy Spirit we intend to persist and remain unani-
mously in this truth and to regulate all religious controversies and their 
explanations according to it . . . In testimony whereof we have with united 
hearts subscribed [unterschrieben; subscripsimus] our names hereto and 
ordered our privy seals impressed thereon.28

There remain important questions about how the creeds and confessions are 
regulative. But those will have to wait.29 At this point let’s return to the questions about 
the confessional principle and confessional subscription. 

When Charles Krauth dealt with the confessional principle, his question was 
whether a church could insist on it. He showed why it could. But our question is dif-
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 ferent: Should confessional churches insist on it? We know that they can, but should 
they? The answer now should be clear: yes, they should. Just as the confession that 
Jesus is Lord is necessary, and that this confession is binding, so also the creeds and 
confessions of the church, because they elaborate just this confession, also are necessary 
and binding. From this the answer about confessional subscription also obtains. Should 
churches insist on an unconditional subscription? Yes, because the creeds and confes-
sions of the church are nothing more and nothing less than ways of confessing that 
Jesus is Lord. 

These views may strike some as more restrictive than the confessional principle 
and confessional subscription are usually thought of, because they make these questions 
matters of confession itself rather than practical concern. Such objections are mistaken: 
matters of confession are matters of practical concern. (The principle is not com-
mutative: matters of practical concern are not necessarily matters of confession.) This 
proposal does recast the argument and restates the position, but these issues have always 
been practical because they are confessional. Those who object to these views are object-
ing to confessing Jesus as Lord, and this confession has practical implications. From the 
congregations’ standpoint, which would want a pastor who doesn’t confess Jesus as they 
do? Similarly, from the pastors’ standpoint, who would want to serve a congregation 
that doesn’t confess Jesus as they do? 

But for this reason, this approach also may be less liable to using the confes-
sional principle in a restrictive way or confessional subscription legalistically. It asks 
everyone to track everything back to the basic confession and from there to the gospel. 
It should forestall a lot of question begging (although promises to that effect are regu-
larly broken!). 

What Does It Mean To Be Confessional? 
I have proposed that we consider “confessionalism” as understanding our iden-

tity and life as Christians in terms of the confession “Jesus is Lord.” This proposal 
roots confessionalism primarily in hearing and believing the gospel that gives rise to 
this basic Christian confession. Its justification is “theological” in the sense that it 
makes sense of the creeds and confessions as elaborations of this confession, but it 
might also be called “evangelical” or “gospel-centered” because I propose that this mes-
sage, which gives rise to people confessing Jesus as Lord, is also the message that gave 
rise and is embodied in creeds and confessions. I traced out an admittedly limited jus-
tification along these lines with the doctrinal articles of the Augsburg Confession, not 
only because this is the prime Lutheran confession of faith, but also because the Book 
of Concord itself presented the Augsburg Confession as a response to God letting the 
light of the gospel and the saving word appear and shine on them. And I dealt with 
the concept of confession itself to make sense of the normative character of the creeds 
and confessions. 

But the topic of confessionalism has many ramifications. Along the way I jumped 
over or stepped around things, like different construals of the current situations, alter-
native conceptions of confessionalism, and other basic ways to confess our faith. In 
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 front of us there is still much to be seen, discussed, and tried. As mentioned already, we 
should see how the confessions are regulative. 

Confessionalism Should Be “Caught,” Not Just “Taught” 
Recall this explanation of the Lutheran church: 

The Lutheran Church is a confessional Church. Everybody who knows 
anything about us is aware that our Church must be classified as a confes-
sional one. What does that mean? It means that in our Church we have 
confessions, or standards, or symbolical books, in which we set forth our 
faith and by which hence we are guided.30

How would “everybody who knows anything” be aware of this? Not merely 
because we say so, but because it is so plainly in sight. This kind of knowledge is, as the 
saying goes, “caught” rather than “taught.” 

We should hope that “everybody who knows anything about us” today would 
know that our churches are “confessional.” But it is more important that they see what 
confessionalism is supposed to entail than whether the word comes to mind. 

In his time Sasse urged the reading of Luther and the Confessions. Certainly I 
concur, but in post-Christendom America, we need to do more: 

•	 Diligently preach the gospel in its fullness, not only some of it. 
•	 Faithfully administer the sacraments, which means paying close practical 

attention to evangelism and baptism, catechesis and the Lord’s Supper, pas-
toral care and absolution. 

•	 Fully explore the gospel’s implications for life, witness, and theological 
reflection. 

•	 Embody our confession of faith, which means asking “What does the church 
look like that believes X?”  

Confessionalism Is Apocalyptic 
My proposal for confessionalism is like every other legitimate candidate in that 

it purports to be rooted in the gospel that proclaims Jesus as the one whom God called 
his Son and appointed to rule over all things. Therefore, along with every other propos-
al, it must be said that confessionalism is apocalyptic, because the gospel is apocalyptic: 
it announces that the world as we know it is coming to an end and no one can escape. 
The confessional church preaches repentance, and she stakes everything on God’s grace, 
because it is God who is coming.  

Hermeneutics
In “Toward a Hermeneutics of the Lutheran Confessions,” Charles Arand argues, 

“the debate over the interpretation of the confessions today is, in fact, a debate over 
which texts or contexts should be used in order to interpret the confessions.”31 But 
these debates are interminable, because different parties work with different premises.32 
So it makes no sense to wait out the conversation. 
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 My own proposal ignores all such debates. But waiting it out does not mean 
sitting it out. Obviously this confessional proposal has an implied but undeveloped 
hermeneutical proposal, and not only about the creeds and confessions, but also the 
Scriptures. Following Arand, this hermeneutical proposal could be called “canonical” 
because it seeks to interpret the confessions in light of the confession “Jesus is Lord” 
and the gospel that gives rise to the confession. Perhaps this hermeneutic, once more 
fully developed, will show that this proposal is deeply flawed, but in any case, any eval-
uation of this proposal and any other proposal for confessionalism has to take up this 
work and enter the debate over interpretation.  

Appropriating the Lutheran Confessions for Our Time
In concluding we recall Sasse once more. He said that “a truly confessing church” 

is one “in which the Lutheran Confession is not merely held in honor as the confession 
of the fathers and therefore in force and untouchable.”33 Confessionalism means mak-
ing the confessions one’s own. Already I suggested embodying the confessions—asking 
what it looks like to believe this article or that. “What does the church look like that 
believes in the doctrine of justification of grace through faith?” 

Luther suggested how to do this with his explanations to the articles of the 
Creed. Following Luther’s lead we could account for and explain the confessional 
articles for our own time. There is an Apology of the Augsburg Confession, and that 
should remain in force. But there is no reason why there shouldn’t be a twenty-first-
century Apology. This would not be a revision of the canonical Apology (nor would it 
ignore it), but a contemporary explanation for the current situation. This would have 
two benefits. First, it would be a way to appropriate the confessions as confessions—
not merely as doctrinal standards or theological references. This could open a fresh 
appreciation for aspects of our confession, and at any rate would help us make them 
our own. Second, it would be constructive rather than defensive, proactive rather than 
reactive. Borrowing from Hart, confessionalism is also the “losing soul of American 
Protestantism,” too often giving up on the future, even the present, and digging in with 
fixed language and forms and practices from the past. Making the confessions our own 
by seeking to explain and defend them for our time and place would help us to look 
forward. 

What might this look like? It might begin like this:

Article IV: Justification 
The fourth article considered only the justification of the sinner. “[I]t is 
taught that we cannot obtain forgiveness of sin and righteousness before 
God through our merit, work, or satisfactions, but that we receive forgive-
ness of sin and become righteous before God out of grace for Christ’s sake 
through faith.”34 
 Undoubtedly sin and forgiveness are essential features of the 
Christian’s life and central concerns for the Christian Church. But the 
topic of “justification” is much broader. It is at least as broad as human 
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 experience. Everyone lives by judging and under judgment. Everyone 
wants to do right and have things done right and be done right by. 
Moreover, no one needs to be taught about justification. Every small child 
puts everything under judgment and comes to know that she is under 
judgment. 
 Since God is the creator, who made all things and governs all activ-
ity, he also subjects all things to his judgment. And for this reason, the 
Christian doctrine of justification rightly—is justified—in taking this 
into account. Moreover, in the present time, when God himself is subject 
to judgment and, so to speak, put to death, there may be much value in 
doing this. We should not neglect the justification of the sinner, but we 
are justified in putting it into its larger context, just as we should ask about 
what we are doing in this very article that justifies itself.
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In Praise of Prof. Dr. Robert Kolb
On the Occasion of the Awarding of the Hermann-Sasse-Prize

Werner Klän

Highly esteemed Bishop, worthy Rector, honored colleagues, beloved students, 
ladies and gentlemen, beloved sisters and brothers, and last, but not least: dear Robert 
Kolb, brother, colleague, and friend! 

The Question: What Can We Learn From History?
“Most people don’t want to be taught by history, but rather to teach history.” 

Robert Kolb wrote this to me just one month ago.1 When I was given the honor to 
compose the Laudatio for his reception of the Herrmann-Sasse-Prize—he is by the 
way, as far as I know, the first to receive the prize who actually took a course under the 
Namesake of the prize (Winter Quarter 1964)—the following question immediately 
came to me: What does it mean “to learn from history?” For example, what happens 
when someone concerns himself academically with Martin Luther—indeed, above all 
with him,2 but also with Philipp Melanchthon,3 Nikolas von Amsdorf,4 Cyriakus and 
Johann Spangenberg,5 Jacob Andreae,6 Martin Chemnitz, Caspar Peucer,7 and other 
leading figures of early Lutheranism? What happens when one gives an account of the 
Book of Concord8 and the assurance that its legacy was passed down from the first 
generation of Wittenberg theology to the second and third generations?9 What does 
“learning from history” look like when one understands Luther’s theology as a pattern 
for the church in today’s context?10 What can one “learn from history” when someone 
like Robert Kolb proposes a theology of evangelization,11 or when one considers how 
Christian wisdom can serve the world?12 What kind of project is being carried out in 
“learning from history,” when we investigate how the North American mindset is con-
fronted by the Spirit and Mind of Christ?13 What might a young student in Hermann 
Sasse’s Seminar have heard about “learning from history?” Finally, what does all this 
look like when one undertakes to spell out the faith of Lutheran Christianity?14

Yes, what happens when a contemporary Lutheran theologian, like Robert Kolb, 
brings together and holds together history and theology? What results when a pastor 
and professor, who hails from Fort Dodge, Iowa and was raised and anchored in The 
Lutheran Church—Missouri Synod, concerns himself with discovering, describing, and 
treating the world of Lutheranism, especially in its earliest decades? The first answer 
to our question: Robert Kolb has applied himself to the heritage of Lutheran theology 
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 and church. A second observation: Robert Kolb applies the majority of this heritage to 
the faith and church of today. Third: Robert Kolb understands such use of history and 
application to the present as a sending, that is, as mission. 

Kolb Has Applied Himself to the Heritage of Lutheran Theology and Church
To this assertion belongs the fact that he has breathed the air of archives and 

libraries for weeks if not months on end, as if the “Dust of Centuries” was to him the 
fountain of youth. It is rather much more the content of the documents and printings 
of the ecclesio-theological origins of the past centuries which perhaps apply even more 
directly today, which attracts Robert Kolb’s academic curiosity, entices his nose for the 
historical and theological, and inspires his indefatigable reporting of the results of his 
research through conferences, in networks, commissions, and workgroups, in publish-
ing, and through lectures and lessons. It is not without cause that Robert Kolb is con-
sidered “one of today’s best experts on the Lutheran theological history of the confes-
sional time period in the English-speaking world.”15

A foundational knowledge of and work with sources is shown by the publications 
from Robert Kolb’s feather. For this reason, he never concerns himself merely with the 
reproduction of distant texts and long-forgotten subjects. Editions and the translations 
of historic texts through translations into American English establishes that Robert 
Kolb is not pursuing purely archival interests. Rather, what appeals to him is managing 
the transfer of the important heritage of the history of Christianity. His particular love 
is for the heritage of the Lutheran Reformation. In focusing on the sources he covers 
simultaneously the circumstances, times, contexts, people, relationships, and traditions, 
which have been deposited in the texts. For, a historical-contextual understanding of 
the texts and confessions16 of the sixteenth century is crucial.

To get more to the point for which Robert Kolb is receiving the Hermann-Sasse-
Prize today (i.e., Luther and the Stories of God17), Kolb interprets Luther’s writings in 
all their breadth from the perspective that the Wittenberg Reformer comprehends the 
lines of biblical narrative as the grand explanation of God concerning the world and 
time, the Christian life, and also his own life. Thus, today’s recipient of the Sasse Prize 
commends for elevation and presentation the findings of his exegetical and systematic 
theological study of narrative theology. In this way, he situates himself methodologically 
as up to speed. He also shows himself as a knowledgeable observer of methodological 
developments and a productive recipient of the beginnings of this movement.18 He does 
not by any means omit the inevitable discussion of Luther’s message within its then 
contemporary context. Neither Luther’s striving for a new formulation of the Christian 
life,19 nor the real world situation of the addressees in the sixteenth century,20 nor the 
difference between the worldview of the Reformation era and our day21 get past this 
author. 

Robert Kolb assumes that Luther’s theologia crucis is the “over-arching concept 
needed to understand the following: God’s revelation and the trusting in it which only 
first becomes truly possible with human life, the atonement against the background of 
Christ’s death and resurrection, and the Christian life.”22 For Luther, it is only under 
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 the cross that one can know:  1) who God really is, 2) how a person should behave in 
relation to God, 3) what happens to people without God and what God inflicts on such 
a conditio humana, and 4) what the life of a disciple who trusts in Christ looks like in 
the day-to-day.”23 Further, he sees Luther’s concept of “two kinds of righteousness” as 
the actual prime discovery of Lutheran theology and thereby the actual theological pro-
gram of the Wittenberg Reformation. This concept is laid out in his Sermo de duplici 
iustitia from the year 1519.24 With the word of God comes not only performative 
speech, but rather creative, especially re-creative speech.25 This re-creative action of the 
word of God, in its different ways of application, grants to the sinner who is in rebel-
lion against God and categorically separated from him, a new identity, namely as child 
of God.26

According to Kolb, there are three different dimensions to distinguish in Luther’s 
hermeneutic: what God says to his creatures (in the distinction of law and gospel), the 
point of being human (in the distinction of the two kinds of righteousness), and the 
two relationships in which God’s speech takes place and human identity is portrayed 
(in the distinction of the vertical and horizontal dimensions).27 In view of Luther’s for-
mation of these distinctions, Kolb pleads that the ongoing discussion and research on 
Luther move from talk of a “reformation breakthrough” to the concept of an “evangeli-
cal maturation.”28 Such a description of the historical and biographical events in the for-
mation of Luther’s theology actually provides a much better account than the fixation 
on the barely graspable, grandiose moment of the “Tower experience (Turmerlebnis),”29 

quite apart from the challenges of dating that event.
Not only should Robert Kolb’s emphases be highlighted as a deep perspective 

on Luther’s theology itself, but much more also as a profound recognition of Luther’s 
reception in his lifetime and in the first decades after Luther’s death. In differing 
pictures and their respective emphases, Luther was perceived in his own time as a 
prophet, a teacher, or a hero. It is difficult to give a more direct description of Luther’s 
image for his time and his contemporaries.30 This also occasionally led to the situa-
tion that Luther’s persona was honored, especially in German lands, as “Saint Martin 
of Wittenberg,” a moniker previously reserved only for officially canonized saints.31 In 
its outcome, Kolb’s thesis is decisive, that by the end of the sixteenth century Luther’s 
personal authority and the glorification of his persona almost to the point of apotheosis 
was replaced by the scripturally-derived and scripturally-connected application of the 
confessions of the church, which last but not least came from Luther’s own works.32 

The church historian works from within the confessional hindsight that the 
following statement is a specific viewpoint of the Lutheran Church: “The church is 
defined by a confession of faith which is laid down in a confessional document.”33 
Along these lines, he does not overlook the fact that with the arguments in the camp 
of Wittenberg theology, in spite of all their violence and personal attacks which built 
a culture of controversy,34 there was still a foundational closeness among all these 
controversialists: “All had been students of Luther and almost all had been students 
of Melanchthon.” Luther was for them the special tool of God,35 and the preceptor 
sharpened their instincts through questions and thoroughly formed their theological 
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 method.36 Kolb shows how emphatic, and also relentless, the controversies became with 
the example of the critique by the younger generations of theologians of Melanchthon’s 
teaching on the Lord’s Supper.37 With this controversy, Kolb grasps simultaneous-
ly—and I also happen to agree—both the moment and the motive of the “continu-
ing development of Wittenberg theology.”38 These two paths laid out by Luther and 
Melanchthon and in spite of them their inherent points of conflict, which accompa-
nied, defined, and in a certain sense even arose out of theological education, can be 
understood according to Kolb, as the definition of the Christian faith through “delivery 
of the knowledge of true doctrine, combined with the theological competence in under-
standing and interpreting the holy Scripture with the pastoral application since the two 
were closely, inseparably, wed to each other.”39 The lengthened confession due to the 
challenges of the time, not least under the conditions of persecution and in the face of 
controversial questions, which in the view of the participants threatened the essence 
of the evangelical faith,40 became especially in the (Lutheran) late Reformation a habit 
characteristic of theologians, princes, pastors, and members of congregations,41 indeed 
even a Lutheran way of life.42

In the second generation of Lutheran theology, it becomes a “reception” of the 
theological attempts, impulses, and results, the shape of which the first generation of 
Wittenbergers had developed and established. In this way, one cannot deny the differ-
ent accents between Luther and Melanchthon.43 Such acquisition is however always a 
critical enterprise, never a mere reproduction nor even a repristination of that which 
was long ago spoken and understood;44 therefore, this approach is also almost neces-
sary in connection with controversies which amount to family feuds.45 It is along these 
lines that the formation and shaping of the specific Lutheran “tradition” develops, 
in which the heirs of Luther’s (and Melanchthon’s) developing new way of thinking 
undergo a critical examination and evaluation, and the result is that they are not mere 
“epigones.”46 For this reason, Kolb also energetically challenges talk of the “end of the 
Reformation” and pleads for the (re-) introduction of the term “Late Reformation” to 
describe the period leading up to the close of the Lutheran Concordia project, moreover 
as a much stronger recognition of the continuities in the confessional era after 1580.47 
In addition, he observes that the description of such Lutheran traditions and cultures is 
not just about assessing socio-cultural mechanisms and behaviors. Instead, those genera-
tions following the first generation of Lutheran theology offered a framework for the 
preaching of the new faith which was “a unified universe under one Creator God” and 
thereby a worldview in which the solution to all of life’s problems could be entrusted to 
God, “whose love had displayed itself in his own incarnation and death on his people’s 
behalf.”48 All the more, we must keep in view the specific theological implications of 
the formation of Lutheran churchmen and their influence on the greater relationships 
in which they originated. This was and is about nothing less than the center of the 
biblical message and what is thereby so intimately connected, the deciding questions of 
human existence.49 Along with this, a highly important assignment for the work of his-
torical theology in the twenty-first century is described.50 
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 Kolb Applies the Majority of This Heritage to the Faith and Church Today
What makes Robert Kolb’s reflections in his account especially of the history 

and theology of the first decades of Lutheranism so poignant is their connection to 
the present day life of Christianity, not just the Lutheran Church. Instead of somehow 
regretting as shameful the uniqueness of the Lutheran Church, in that it wrote down 
its understanding of the gospel and its own self-understanding in a Corpus Doctrinae 
with the Formula of Concord and the Book of Concord, Kolb values this approach as a 
contribution to the ecumenical work in our modern day. This is so since Christianity in 
the twenty-first century is still about proclaiming the word of God and further speaking 
the message of justification in Jesus Christ.51 Throughout, he conducts his church his-
tory work in a theological manner and expands the results of historical theology in its 
systematic and pastoral perspective. “(The sixteenth-century confessors) placed much, 
including their lives, on the line to bring the gospel of Jesus Christ to his church and 
their society. In this they provide a model for Christian life and witness in our time 
as well.”52 And, for exactly this reason, the “Wittenberg Way of Thinking” is fruitful 
for the church in the present day.53 Luther almost becomes a conversation partner for 
Christians in the twenty-first century, not least in relation to developing crisis situa-
tions.54 Last but not least, such an approach is a way of translating the historical gap of 
centuries and across cultural barriers.55

It is nearly self-evident that this happens apart from presuppositions neither for 
Luther (and Melanchthon) nor for us.56 Two presuppositions here must be made clear: 
the first one posits that God formed human existence in a twofold manner, the second, 
that God works through his word and at that, in many different modes of application. 
The anthropological presupposition means first, that human beings are truly human, 
i.e., God’s creation, because of God’s goodness and favor alone, and second, that 
humanity demonstrates its relationship to other creatures in the form of acts of love. 
The theological presupposition posits that the application of the Word of God in its 
oral, written, and sacramental forms57 does not only inform concerning God’s heavenly 
disposition, but much more on the basis of the incarnate Word of God, Jesus Christ, it 
really effects and delivers actual new life.58 Indeed it is possible, so argues Robert Kolb, 
to make a bridge between on the one hand, Luther’s (and Melanchthon’s) approach 
to questions of the meaning of humanity and of the self-revelation of God, and on the 
other, a similar approach in our time and for our questions.59

To bring the discussion more directly back to the book for which our prize-
receiver is being honored today: when Luther comprehends God always as the God in 
relationship to his human creatures and when he sees, in agreement with the biblical 
narrative, an unfolding of God’s narrative at play60 in space and time, i.e., in history, 
yes even human history, then such a narrative is applicable for today’s understanding 
and meaning. When God’s revelation is consummated in history, as it is portrayed in 
the Bible from the Creation to Christ’s return as Judge, precisely then is the develop-
ment of human history swept up in the narrative.61 Luther points himself and his 
hearers and readers to the Bible, since he is able to find himself in the holy Scriptures 
as the word of God; in this way, the Bible is not just a “book” as a product of a writ-
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 ing process, but much more the tender care of God for his people and likewise a 
communication process.62 This situation describes the communicative reality of God 
himself. This reality is condensed in the incarnate word of God, Jesus Christ, who 
reestablishes such reality by delivering people from the uproar of a destroyed relation-
ship with God; from this center all other forms of God’s self-revelation receive their 
place and rank.63

This recognizable discourse which is contained in the biblical narrative, it is 
Luther’s conviction, is repeated in the daily life of God’s people;64 this is also the reason 
why the Word of God does not fail to address its audience.65 It accomplishes this new 
reality, in which its hearers and readers apply it to themselves, so that they in faith, in 
which they fear, love, and trust in God above all things, are led back to the true pur-
pose of their humanity.66 Thus, this new creation cannot and will not remain unpro-
ductive. This especially applies in light of the reality that God’s people were, are, and 
will remain vigorously challenged in the course of history and in their own lives by the 
troubles of powers which are hostile to God and enemies of people.67
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Homiletical Helps on LSB Series B—Epistles

Editor’s note: The following homiletical help is adapted from Concordia Journal, January 2006.

Epiphany 5 • 1 Corinthians 9:16–23 • February 8, 2015 

Textual Considerations 
For the Apostle Paul the proclamation of the gospel was not a basis for boast-

ing on his part but ανάγκη, a matter of necessity, constraint, obligation. “He is under 
divine constraint which he cannot escape” (TDNT, I, 340). “This is his mission” 
(TDNT, II, 718). “ευαγγελίζεσθαι is not just speaking or preaching, it is proclamation 
with authority and power” (TDNT, II, 720). 

The content of the gospel—the “good news”—is not spelled out in this text. 
Other passages in the writings of the Apostle Paul provide the necessary information 
(e.g., Rom 6:1–11; 1 Cor 2:2; 6:14; 15:1–4, 20). See also the accounts of the substitu-
tionary life, suffering, crucifixion, death, resurrection, and ascension of Jesus Christ in 
the four Gospels. 

For Paul original sin prevents the proclamation of the gospel. He considered 
himself to have been entrusted with a commission, a stewardship, a sacred trust. 

Paul answered the question: “What’s in it for me?” with the words: “It is the 
chance to preach the good news free of charge” (1 Cor 9:18, CEV). He also wrote, “I 
do all things on account of the gospel, so to that I may be συγκοινωνος (a sharer, a 
partner) of it (το ευαγγελιον)” (1 Cor 9:23). 

Paul was “free” ελευθος) yet a slave in order that he might win over “the more” 
(Cf. 2 Cor 3:17). 

Paul’s evangelism strategy was designed to meet the people where they were—
whether Jews, people under law, people without law, or people who were weak. Yet he 
did not sacrifice his integrity, but remembered his relationship to his God in Christ 
Jesus. His aim was by all means to save some. 

Liturgical Considerations 
A verse from the Introit that is helpful is “Praise the Lord. Blessed is the man 

who fears the Lord, who finds delight in his commands.” 
In a portion of the Collect the worshipper joins in praying that God the loving 

Father would enable him to do those things that are pleasing in his sight. 
The psalm for the day, Psalm 147, begins and ends with an invitation to the 

worshipper to “Praise the Lord!” 
In Mark 1:38 of the gospel for the day (Mk 1:29–39) Jesus refers to his mission: 

“Let us go on to the next towns, that I may preach there also, for that is why I came out.”  
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Suggested Outline 
The Proclamation of the Gospel 
I. Not something that can be done 
 A. Voluntarily because of original sin 
 B. Apart from faith in Jesus Christ 
II. Done 
 A. Under the compulsion of the Holy Spirit 
 B. With explicit references to the gospel 
III. Done with integrity 
 A. By meeting people where they are 
 B. By remembering one’s relationship to God through Jesus Christ 

Arthur F. Graudin
 

 

Transfiguration • 2 Corinthians 3:12–13 (14–18); 4:1–6 • February 15, 2015

Literary Context
The text is part of the section of 2 Corinthians where Paul is defending the integ-

rity of his apostolic ministry and his past actions in dealing with the believers in Corinth 
(1:12–7:16). In the section immediately preceding today’s text, 3:7–11, Paul contrasts 
the ministry of Moses in mediating the Torah to Israel to Paul’s own apostolic ministry 
of proclaiming the lordship of Jesus Christ. Both ministries are characterized by glory, 
but where Moses’s ministry was a ministry of death (3:7), Paul’s is a ministry of the Spirit 
(3:8). Where Moses’s ministry was a ministry of condemnation, Paul’s is a ministry of 
righteousness (3:9). Where the old covenant mediated by Moses is being abolished and 
superseded, the ministry of the gospel of Jesus will remain forever (3:11). The reader/hear-
er should thus appreciate being a recipient of the new covenant as proclaimed by Paul.

The Text
Verses 3:12–13: The “hope” (evlpi,da) to which Paul refers in 3:12 is the hope 

in the enduring/remaining glory mentioned in the previous sentence (3:11). This is 
the glory associated with the new covenant. This hope motivates Paul to behave very 
boldly/frankly/openly (parrhsi,a|) in his ministry. Paul then contrasts his conduct with 
Moses’s wearing the veil as described in Exodus 34. Commentators do not agree on the 
particular point Paul is making about Moses’s purpose in wearing the veil. One expla-
nation is that it was to hide from the people how the glory would gradually dissipate 
from Moses’s face, and then that Paul is suggesting a connection between this and the 
impermanence of the old covenant. Whatever the purpose of the veil, Paul argues that 
Moses’s wearing the veil implies that he was concealing something and so it contrasts 
with Paul’s own openness.

Verses 3:14–18: Paul next uses the figure of the veil to discuss Israel’s pres-
ent unbelief. As the people of Israel could not see Moses’s face because of the veil, so 
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their minds remain hardened and a veil covers their hearts today as they hear the old 
covenant read. Only in Christ is this veil abolished (3:14) and only in repentance is it 
removed (3:15). Note Paul’s important hermeneutical point that apart from faith in Jesus 
Christ there can ultimately be no proper understanding of the Torah.

Verses 4:1–6: Paul continues defending his apostolic ministry in terms of its open-
ness: Paul has “renounced the disgraceful secret ways” and refuses to “act with deceit” or 
to “falsify the word of God”; he instead commends himself by the open manifestation 
of the truth (4:2). He does not preach himself, but Jesus as Lord and him, Paul, as his 
servant (4:5). Throughout this pericope Jesus’s lordship has this important implication: 
God’s people are now led by the Spirit and so are no longer obliged to live under the let-
ter of the Torah. Because Jesus is Lord, the old covenant is no longer in effect.

Paul again uses the imagery of the “veil” to explain unbelief: Those on the road 
to condemnation are blinded by the god of this age and so do not see the glory of 
Christ, who is the image of God (4:3–4). The solution for such “blindness” is in the 
open proclamation of Jesus Christ through which “light would shine out in darkness to 
affect enlightenment” (4:6).

Considerations for Preaching
1. Paul discusses the cause of unbelief with the image of “the veil,” an image 

where faith is likened to seeing and so unbelief is blindness. The proclamation of Jesus 
then functions to remove the veil and to enlighten the darkness—and thus enabling 
the blind to see. Because of this Paul stresses the importance of conducting his ministry 
with openness/boldness. What is (and should be) openly proclaimed is that Jesus Christ 
is Lord. He has initiated God’s reign of salvation on earth and will bring this work 
to completion on the last day. Those who believe in Jesus receive the Holy Spirit, are 
given the hope of eternal life, and are justified before God the Father.

2. As Paul uses this image of the veil to describe what happens with unbelievers 
when they hear God’s word, this image should not be directly applied to believers today 
as if they are still impeded by such a veil. Rather they are those who have been saved from 
such unbelief through the proclamation of Jesus Christ and the ministry of the Holy Spirit. 
This last point is good news for those who believe and should be preached this way.

3. Paul’s apostolic ministry found its motivation in the eschatological hope of the 
permanent and enduring glory. This “glory” was initiated already in Jesus’s ministry. It 
is manifested in part today in the work of the Holy Spirit among God’s people. This 
hope will ultimately be fulfilled when Jesus makes all things new on the last day. And 
so it is while we are mindful of the end goal that we are called to be faithful to the gos-
pel today.

4. Unfaithful ministry is characterized by the use of deceit, cunning, and twisting 
the word of God to attract a following, sometimes then with the goal of promoting the 
(so-called) ministers rather than devotion to Jesus Christ. Faithful believers should be 
warned against such “ministers” and “ministries.” Paul proclaimed Jesus as Lord not for 
profit, power, or self-interest, but for the enlightenment and salvation of those who hear.

David I. Lewis
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Lent 1 • James 1:12–18 • February 22, 2015
 
“Blessed is the man (Makarioj avnhr; see, e.g., Ps 1:1, vyaih’ yrEv.a;) who remains 

steadfast under trial” (Jas 1:12, ESV). Preparing this homiletical help in September 
makes it difficult not to think about Christians in Iraq and in several areas of Africa, 
who are pursued, persecuted, kidnapped, and murdered because they are Christians. The 
stomach churns, the heart aches, the eyes burn. O Lord, come to the aid of your people! 

Exegetical Notes 
1. We need to let James be James. We ought not try to make him sound like 

Paul, or John, or Peter, or anyone else. 
2. One of the struggles in this text and in its preceding context is how to handle 

peirazw, peirasmoj, and avpeirastoj. Are we actually doing the right thing when we 
hopscotch between tempt, test, trial, and temptation? 

3. We need to pay attention to the “little” particles as much as to the “big” verbs 
and nouns. For example, “tempted by God” (ESV) is, in Greek, avpo qeou peirazomai 
(v. 13). avpo plus the genitive usually indicates source more than agency (u`po, which 
might favor agency, is a variant reading but less well attested), thus “let no one say ‘I 
am tempted from God.’” Also in v. 13, notice the construction o` gar qeoj avpeirastoj 
evstin kakw/n: “for God is untempted of evil”—the adjective makes “untemptedness” 
an ingredient of God’s character, not of his experience. But in v. 14 it is made clear 
that “each [of us] is tempted by (u`po) his own desire” (evpiqumia; in the Pauline letters, 
ESV often translates evpiqumia as passion; it isn’t a good thing; as a result, I’m not 
enthralled by the phrase “passion for ministry”). 

4. Verse 16 is the swing verse. In NA27 and NA28, it introduces a new para-
graph, but it also is the concluding warning for the preceding argument. 

5. What is the significance of using dosij and dwrean (ESV renders both as 
“gift”)? If I may hazard an exegetical guess, dosij tilts toward the giving and dwrean 
toward the thing given. So, God gives well (“good”) and what he gives is perfect (teloj, 
also “complete”). If you’ve ever asked a little child to hold out his or her hand, so that 
you can put something in it, but then had to take the child’s hand in yours, in order 
to place the thing in it—well, God is fully prepared to give us his gifts, but he also has 
to take our hands in his. We don’t even do receiving well, without assistance. Faith 
receives God’s grace, but faith too is his gift (Eph 2:8).

6. parV w`| ouk evni parallagh hv trophj avposkiasma (v. 17): This is a great 
clause. A cognate of parallagh is “parallax,” the apparent shift of an object when, for 
example, we close one eye then the other (the old dominant eye game). In actuality, the 
object does not move; it is where it is, but our eyes are just far enough apart to suggest 
(since, after all, we are standing still) that the object does move. The point here is that 
God does not “shift” (we think we see/perceive him doing so, but in actuality he does 
not; the problem is with our seeing/perceiving).

Our word “trope” may derive more from tropoj than troph, but they are con-
nected (in fact, it looks like tropoj has more to do with the resulting image, as in “turn 
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of phrase,” and troph with the turning). The shadow an object casts changes as it turns 
in the light, but not God. Again, if there is a problem, it is with our perception of God, 
and not with God himself.

7. God’s work is good, perfect; that’s a good thing and worth relishing. But verse 
18 puts its own stamp on this message with its opening word: boulhqeij. ESV uses 
a nominal phrase, “of his own will,” and that’s okay. But it obscures the activity that 
seems entailed in the participle. God gave birth (avpekuhsen) to us, has done so, because 
he wanted to. Sin gives birth to death (avpokuei, v. 15); God gives birth to us by the 
word of truth (none else but Christ). In sin is death; in God (alone) is life. And he gives 
birth to us for a purpose (eivj plus the infinitive is different from, say, i`na plus the sub-
junctive); the work is his, not ours; it’s not about something “we should be.”  

Application 
The Lent 1 (B) Gospel is Mark’s temptation narrative (1:12–13), the most sparse 

among the evangelists. Matthew and Luke say that Satan goes away, if only until “an 
opportune time” (Lk 4:13). Mark does not say that; Satan does not go away. Jesus’s 
whole ministry in “this world’s bleak wilderness” is a time of testing, trial, and tempta-
tion. And his disciples are not above their master. Testing, trial, and temptation are all 
around us too, and will go on until the end. They do not make us “happy” (one of the 
unfortunate renderings of makarioj), nor are they “blessings.” But “the man” of God 
endures them—and resists them—with patience, contentment, and even joy (Jas 1:3). 

 In this reading James gives us only one direction: not to be deceived. 
Everything else is description, the way things are: the bad way of the fallen world, the 
good and perfect way of the God who makes us new, in Christ, who is the word of truth.

William W. Carr
 

 
 

Lent 2 • Romans 5:1–11 • March 1, 2015 

Sometimes it seems as if our lives have wandered into one of the survival shows 
on television and we are about to be eliminated, or at least have questions about last-
ing longer than a few more weeks or months. Too many false calculations, too many 
wrong-headed decisions. Paul tells us in this lesson that this is the normal condition of 
those who have been claimed by the God who makes his strength perfect in his people’s 
weaknesses (2 Cor 12:9). 

In Romans 5 Paul is moving from his presentation of the sinful state of all 
(1:18–3:20) and of God’s gift of righteousness, the new identity we have in Christ 
(3:21–4:25) into his discussion of life of the justified sinner, both from God’s perspec-
tive and from that of sinners in the midst of the struggle with sin (5:1–8:39). Today’s 
lesson addresses this situation in the present with the promise of a great future on the 
basis of what Christ has done in the past. He just gives us the facts. The present fact of 
the matter is that we are justified through Christ’s death and resurrection (Rom 4:25) 
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and we are at peace. We have every reason to trust the promise of God’s presence in the 
face of the chaos and uncertainties that afflict us.

1. The future fact of the matter is that glory awaits us, the completion of our 
being righteous, truly human, the kind of creatures in whom God takes delight, and the 
completion of our being at peace, the shalom—the peace and order of Eden restored, 
with everyone—God and his human creatures—and everything in their right places. As 
in the German “Gloria,” “all the fighting has ceased” (all’ Fehd’ hat nun ein Ende).

2. The past fact of the matter is that Christ died for us while we were in revolt 
against him. His was a real corpse, his was a real resurrection. He cashed in the wages 
of our sin; he has given us the free gift of life. His promise of future glory rests on his 
already having accomplished transfer of ownership of our sins to his tomb and transfer 
of his immortal life to our accounts (Rom 6:3–11). 

3. We are no longer the persons we often think we are. As Abram and Sarai 
received new identity in today’s Old Testament lesson (Gn 17), so our baptismal cer-
tificates constitute new identity documents for us. Abraham and Sarah henceforth lived 
from God’s promise to make them more than citizens of Ur; they became father and 
mother of the people of God. We live out of our new identity as children of God, trust-
ing his promise of his presence, his forgiving love, his provision, and his protection in 
our lives. 

God identifies us with Jesus, whom Peter identified as the Son of the living God 
in the gospel lesson. Jesus promised the disciples the prospect of suffering and death 
because of their association with him (Mk 8:34–35, Jn 15:18–25), but he also promised 
everlasting life in his presence (Lk 23:43, Jn 14:2–4).

That is the reality of this world and its struggle against God’s people. But our 
sufferings give us reason for boasting, that is, broadcasting loud and clear just who we 
are (καυχώμεθα): we do not try to make ourselves great through seeking affliction or 
talking about it. However, in our excitement and joy we do want to tell everyone how 
we have been able to find true joy and satisfaction in the sufferings attracted to us by 
the fact that we belong to Jesus Christ. With the enthusiasm of little children we tell 
of our experience with the gifts of God. That can make other children so jealous they 
strike out at us. 

But it is in suffering that we learn to endure, not on the basis of our own 
strength of will, but because we rest in the peace Christ gives: we know that the suf-
ferings do not define our identity since Christ already has. Endurance builds charac-
ter (δοκιμή, the definitive form that something takes on once it has been tested and 
proven). The character that the Holy Spirit develops in us is stamped with the image 
of Christ: the Holy Spirit has imprinted us with him as our identifying mark (Rom 
8:29), and he enables us to live out this new identity according to this character (Col 
3:20). That experience of enduring is possible only through faith, and at the same time 
it strengthens our ability to live by faith, in total trust in the God who remains with us 
even when he seems to have forgotten us. 

Conclusion: Suffering does not save, but those who have found salvation and 
peace in Christ can expect the hostility of Satan in the midst of daily life as it manifests 
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itself in attacks and temptations of various kinds. The gospel comes to remind us day in 
and day out that God’s word of forgiveness, life, and salvation has given us a new iden-
tity as children of God and the will and desire to live in the peace and joy that produces 
service to the world and love for sisters and brothers in the company of the saints.

Robert Kolb

 
 

Lent 3 • 1 Corinthians 1:18–31 • March 8, 2015 

The Word of the Cross
We are no strangers to scandal, and we know a scandal when we see it. Whether 

it involves a politician, a Hollywood star, a sports figure, or even a church leader scan-
dals are, unfortunately, rather common occurrences. Scandals involve shameful, dis-
tasteful, offensive behavior. A scandal is an action or event regarded as morally or legally 
wrong and causing general public outrage. That being the case, why would St. Paul 
refer to the cross of Christ as scandalous or offensive? (Gal 5:11). 

1 Corinthians 1:18–31 confronts the scandal of the Christian faith. The cross is a 
scandal, a stumbling block. St. Paul makes that clear in our text. The church in Corinth 
was located in a climate in the greater community that was characterized by some as 
“vicious morality.” The city was known for depravity. The members of the congregation 
were tempted to make themselves at home and comfortable in that climate while they 
waited for Jesus to be revealed (1 Cor 1:7); a temptation, by the way, that is not lost on 
many Christians today. The context for ministry now is not far from that of Paul’s world.

Unfortunately, while the Corinthians waited for Jesus to be revealed, internal 
divisions occurred in the church. St. Paul’s response to these factions is centered in 
Christ. The gospel he proclaims is the “word of the cross.” This “word of the cross” 
announces salvation to the whole world through the suffering and death of Jesus. The 
wise of the world who seem to possess every advantage cannot by their wisdom find 
God. He comes “through the folly of what we preach to save those who believe.” He 
comes through the word of the cross. The Jews wanted spectacular signs from heaven so 
the cross was scandalous to them. The Greeks wanted logical reasoning so the cross was 
scandalous to them. God doesn’t come through terms established by human desire. He 
comes on his own terms and that offends many. Paul states that what looks like undig-
nified foolishness to us is far above any human reasoning. This word of the cross is the 
power of God! God chose what is foolish in the world. God chose what is weak in the 
world. God chose what is low and despised in the world. He chose all of that so that 
we do not boast in our own strength, but in his strength. God made Christ our wisdom 
and our righteousness and our sanctification and our redemption. “We preach Christ 
crucified . . . Christ the power of God and the wisdom of God” (1 Cor 1:23–24).

C. F. W. Walther writes this about the word of the cross, “Following Christ’s 
death, the cross is now the only boat upon which even the greatest sinner can escape 
from the raging floods of his sins into the harbor of eternal salvation. It is a ladder 
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ascending to heaven, upon which faith climbs confidently, as well as the key of heaven, 
with which the gates of paradise are opened. Once a sign of shame, the cross is now 
a sign of eternal honor and glory. Christians should never be ashamed of the cross. 
Instead, they should carry it secretly in their heart as their most precious treasure and 
they should carry it on their banner triumphantly throughout the world as a wonderful 
sign of the redemption of the world and as the dearest symbol of their holy religion, 
their faith, and their hope.”1

Suggested Outline 
The Word of the Cross
The preacher has the wonderful opportunity in this text to invite his hearers to 

respond to Christ by believing the word of the cross and living according to it.
1. Not power as the world sees it, but Christ the power of God.
2. Not wisdom as the world sees it, but Christ the wisdom of God.
3. Not me, but Christ in me.

Wayne Knolhoff

 1 C. F. W. Walther, God Grant It (St. Louis: Concordia Publishing House, 2006), 839.

 

Lent 4 • Ephesians 2:1–10 • March 15, 2015 

We are saved by God’s grace, through faith in Christ Jesus, for the purpose of 
living as God’s people to this world which he loves (Jn 3:16). This passage gives us a 
picture of “the two kinds of righteousness.”

The first portion of the text focuses on the grace of God: dead in sin, made alive 
in Christ, because of his great mercy. It is by grace that you are saved. This is the first 
kind of righteousness, the passive righteousness, received from God, the righteousness 
of Jesus given to us (2 Cor 5:21) in exchange for our sins. It is all God’s doing, God’s 
giving—God’s choosing of us that goes back even before creation and the beginning of 
time (Eph 1:4). This is the righteousness that defines our relationship before God, and  
because it is all God’s doing and his giving, we can rest assured in his word and promises,  
secure in our salvation and the promise of everlasting life, because it does not depend 
on us and our good works, but it depends entirely on Jesus and what he has done for us.

It is through faith in Jesus that we receive all his gifts and blessing, this new life 
from God, this first kind of righteousness. Faith has many facets as described in scrip-
ture: believing in Jesus, relationship of trust like a little child trusting his/her parents, 
believing is seeing (Heb 11:1), but the thrust of Ephesians 2 is that faith is a gift from 
God, not a good work that we do. It is also God’s action, the Holy Spirit’s work in us 
through the word. We have nothing to boast about in ourselves. We had nothing to 
do with our physical birth. Likewise we had nothing to do with our spiritual birth. We 
were born from above by water and the spirit (Jn 3). 
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Too often when we quote from Ephesians 2 we stop at verse 9, but the Apostle 
Paul goes on to instruct us about the second kind of righteousness, the active righteous-
ness that is still God’s work in us, his work of art or workmanship. This active righ-
teousness is the good works that he wants us to do, that he has prepared in advance for 
us to do. Good works are not necessary for our salvation. They do not define our rela-
tionship before God. But they are necessary in our lives for the good of our neighbor, 
and they describe our relationship before our neighbor. God is at work in this world, to 
love the world, through us, as we love one another.

What does that look like? Consider the law written on our hearts, summed up in 
the Ten Commandments. Luther’s explanation to each commandment, especially the 
second table of the law which describes our relationship to our neighbor, not only says 
what we are not to do, but also states what we are to do: how we are to treat our neigh-
bor and look out for his/her interests.

What does this look like? Paul goes on in Ephesians 5 to encourage us to be imita-
tors of God as dearly loved children, to live lives of love, just as Christ loved us and gave 
himself up for us. We desire to be more and more like Jesus. Jesus lives his life in us and 
through us (Gal 2:20). Someone has said that we are to be Jesus’s love with skin on it.

Paul goes on in Ephesians 5 and 6 to describe how this work of art that God is 
doing in our lives, the good works that he has planned in advance for us to do, shows 
itself in our relationships: husband and wife, children and parents, employee and 
employer. It is reflected in our vocations as we relate to one another in our families, our 
work, our civic responsibilities, and our congregational life (see also Luther: Table of 
Duties).

Secure in our relationship with God (by grace through faith – first kind of righ-
teousness) we are empowered by God to live as God’s people in this world, loving God, 
by loving our neighbor (Mt 22:37–40), using all that God has given us to serve him, as 
we find him in our neighbors (Mt 25:40) as the “Masks of God” (Luther).

Wally Becker

Editor’s note: The following homiletical help is adapted from Concordia Journal, September 1979.
 

Lent 5 • Hebrews 5:1–10 • March 22, 2015

Sermon Notes
1. The author of the Letter to the Hebrews continues his discussion of the “high 

priesthood” of Christ (and his commentary on Psalm 110) in 4:14. The importance of 
the office of high priest was obvious to a Jewish audience (even if the office had been 
corrupted by contemporary human machinations), and the assertion that the role of 
high priest had reached its completion in Christ was no doubt striking. In the Old 
Testament, the high priest wore the names of the twelve tribes on his breastplate as rep-
resentative of the people as a whole (Ex 28:29), and on the Day of Atonement only he 
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entered the Holy of Holies (the one time a year anyone was allowed to enter) to sprinkle 
blood on the “mercy seat” or propitiatory (the lid of the Ark of the Covenant), both 
for the sins of the priests (especially his own) and for the sins of the people (see Lv 16). 
The Letter to the Hebrews (already in 2:17) shows Jesus as the fulfillment of this priest-
ly office, and, as is often the case, the fulfillment (or antitype) is far greater than the 
prophecy (or type) itself. Not only does Jesus offer the ultimate (“once for all”) sacrifice, 
but he also is the sacrifice (7:27). Furthermore, he does not need to sacrifice for his own 
sins (as the human high priest did in 5:3) since he is sinless (7:26). 

2. This pericope (5:1–10) is a nicely rounded section, beginning and ending (in 
Hebrew inclusio style) with a reference to the “high priest.” Two qualifications of a high 
priest are noted in verses 1–4; they are discussed in reverse order in verses 5–6 and 7–8, 
with the saving result noted in the final verses. 

3. The first quality required of a high priest was that he must be able to sympa-
thize with those whom he represented (vv. 1–2, also 4:15). For a “sinful” high priest 
this included offering sacrifice for his own sins as well as for those of the people (v. 
3). The sinless Jesus, of course, did not have to do this, but he is no less a high priest. 
He, too, can “deal gently” with the “ignorant and wayward” (the sins here are those 
of ignorance and inadvertence), not condemning their sins but atoning for them. The 
real humanity of Jesus is taken up in verse 7 and following (“in the days of his flesh”), 
and it is clear that our Lord can certainly sympathize with those whom he represents as 
high priest and mediator. Indeed, he has suffered more than any other, offering prayers 
and supplications of agony (cf. Ps 116). He, too, “learned obedience” as he prayed 
three times in Gethsemane, giving himself up to the will of God, and he was heard “as 
a result of his godly fear” (not “because of”), which may well mean true fear and trem-
bling more than simple piety. Thus, Jesus’s identity with all humanity focuses upon his 
humiliation and suffering (see Phil 2:6–8). 

4. The other qualification required of a true high priest was his divine appoint-
ment—not “taking the honor upon himself,” but “being called by God, as Aaron was” 
(v. 4). The high priesthood of Jesus is even greater than that of Aaron, as the writer 
shows by combining quotes from Psalm 2:7 (v. 5) and Psalm 110:4 (v. 6) to document 
the divine appointment of Christ, who is both Messianic king (Ps 2) and priest (Ps 
110) as well as truly “Son of God.” (Note the contrast between Christ’s divinity and 
humanity: a Son, yet he suffered—v. 8.) The enigmatic Melchizedek stands out as the 
one Old Testament figure who was both priest and king (recognized by no less than 
Abraham in Genesis 14) and is therefore a type of the kingly priesthood (or priestly 
kingdom) of the Messiah. 

5. The end result (telos) of Christ’s high priestly work, which was “made per-
fect” or complete when he himself cried, “It is finished,” is the “eternal salvation of all 
who obey him” (v. 9). The present participle indicates constant obedience (“continue 
to obey him”), which is not obedience as to the law (which only reflects the sins for 
which this great high priest has offered atonement) but the obedience to the faith (cf. 
Acts 6:7). With Christ the whole Old Testament system of sacrifice and priesthood is 
fulfilled: the ultimate sacrifice is made. The “priesthood of all believers” is fulfilled (Ex 
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19:6, 1 Pt 2:9); the priestly role of the pastor is to forgive sins by pointing to the sacri-
fice already made by Christ.  

Suggested Outline 
Jesus Has “Been There and Back” 
Introduction: Real sympathy often comes from those who have experienced the 

same situations. As our great high priest, Christ suffered more than we could ever bear. 
I.  The role of the high priest in the Old Testament was representative of the people. 
 A. He had to be “one of them.” 
 B. He was to be their mediator before God. 
II. Christ is an even greater high priest. 
 A. He is truly “one of us.” 
  1. He was human, tempted. 
  2. He learned obedience to the will of God. 
  3. He suffered. 
 B. He is greater than we are. 
  1. He is the Son of God. 
  2. Though tempted, he never sinned. 
  3.  What he suffered was far worse than our suffering: as both priest 

and victim, he suffered the wrath of God on sin for all men. 
III. As our representative, Christ brings us into “identity” with him. 
 A. Primary is identity with his death—for us. His obedience earned our salvation. 
 B. Jesus also knows our temptations and sufferings. 
  1. There is nothing we can ever face that Jesus has not already experienced. 
  2.  There is nothing we can ever suffer that Jesus has not suffered more 

severely. 
 C.  As priest and king, Jesus brings us into the “obedience of faith” by 

which we live in his kingdom. 
Andrew H. Bartelt

 

Palm Sunday • Philippians 2:5–11 • March 29, 2015 

With its meaty theological content and rich poetic imagery, it is no surprise that 
the lectionary lifts this portion of Philippians from its context.

Exegetical Notes
Verse 6: Our English too often comes off sounding like Jesus was something less 

than God, as if he merely appeared to be God. However, a distinction between μορφή 
and its synonym εἶδος is that μορφή can indicate that Christ’s appearance is the 
reflection of his true substance. Jesus has the form of God because he is in every sense 
of the word God. Paul concludes verse six “(Jesus) did not count equality with God a 
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thing to be grasped.” One might conclude that Jesus was not equal with God and that 
prior to the incarnation he had the opportunity to seize equality, but rather chose the 
humility of the incarnation. However, this is not consistent with μορφή. I would offer 
that an alternate translation of ἁρπαγμὸν is that Jesus did not count equality with 
God a thing to cling to. Paul elaborates in the next verse.

Verse 7: (Jesus) emptied himself. Rather than clinging to equality with God, 
Jesus let go of everything for us. Paul describes this using different imagery in 2 
Corinthians 8:9: “though he was rich, yet for your sake he became poor, so that you by 
his poverty might become rich.” 

μορφὴν δούλου λαβών: Notice that μορφὴν is the same word used in verse 
6. It could be argued that Paul is using the term to simply mean “form.” However, it 
also could be that Paul is consistent in his use of μορφή in this passage and that he 
intends to tell us that being a servant is intrinsic to the nature of God. As if to drive the 
point home, notice that Paul uses ὁμοιώματι to describe the incarnation. In contrast 
to μορφή, ὁμοίωμα indicates that the image is a copy of the original. While Christ 
became fully man, his essence was more than just a man.

Verse 9: διὸ: This is a strong conjunction best translated “for this reason.” Yes, 
you could simply translate it “therefore.” However, that seems too simple. It almost 
makes it sound like a concession the Father makes to the Son for a job well done. 
Rather, this was God’s plan and purpose. God, the Father, begot the Son, born in the 
flesh to suffer and die for our sins. It is because of this reason that Jesus is given, liter-
ally “graced,” with the name that is above all names.

Preaching Notes
One could use Philippians 2 to prepare a powerful message of an unthinkable 

sacrifice that would reunite two hearts torn apart by betrayal and deceit. While our text 
does not set the backdrop, Genesis 3 does a pretty good job. You could also use pas-
sages from Hosea 11. In that chapter the Lord shares his grief over his lost love through 
Hosea’s grief for his unfaithful wife. The story continues—how will the two be united 
once again? In our modern tales weapons would be assembled, plans would be made. 
Retribution and vengeance would fall upon the one who betrayed or caused the betray-
al. But, how can you bring vengeance upon the one you still love? How can you crush 
the one you want to save?

Now we enter into Philippians 2. The Lord God almighty set in motion a plan. 
Not a plan of retribution, but a plan of restoration and rescue. Setting aside the glory 
of his kingdom, Jesus becomes a slave to humanity. He takes the guilt, the shame, and 
the humiliation of the one who is unfaithful. He brings himself to the cross for the sin 
and shame that belongs to his love. His bloodied brow and pierced body are not the 
stuff of romance novels or movies but are images of his act of obedience, which is true 
love.

Christ is exalted. He is exalted because his sacrifice removed the barrier between 
God and his love, you and me. As Paul says in Romans 5:1, “we have peace with God 
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through our Lord Jesus Christ.” His sacrifice enables us to confess with great joy Jesus 
is Lord. He is my Lord.

Todd Jones

 
 

The Resurrection of Our Lord • 1 Corinthians 15:1–11 • April 5, 2015 

The Occasion for Paul’s Words
The first verse of the text begins with these words: “Now I would remind you, 

brothers.” This formula indicates that Paul is responding to an issue which had been 
a part of his original instruction to them. In this case, the issue is the resurrection 
of the body. Apparently the subject of physical resurrection had become a cause for 
some confusion, consternation, and contention within the Corinthian church. It 
appears that some in the church not only denied the bodily resurrection of the saints, 
they also doubted the resurrection of Jesus (v. 12). No doubt this is due to the influ-
ence of the prevailing Greek understanding of the afterlife, which asserted that only 
shades continued beyond death and that the body was heretofore dispensed with. 
Paul’s argument is not only that the resurrection of the body is a reality, but that the 
resurrection of Jesus Christ is fundamental to the gospel message and essential to our 
salvation.

Homiletical Development
Focus: The resurrection of Jesus Christ is an indispensable component of the 

gospel and an essential basis of our salvation.
Function/Goal: The hearer values the impact of Christ’s resurrection upon his/

her salvation.

Suggested Outline
Easter is Essential!
Introduction: “Christ is risen! He is risen indeed!” We make this acclamation 

each year at Easter. But we may wonder about its significance. We may ask: “So what? 
What difference does that make? How is this story of an executed Galilean who came 
back from the dead important for us today?”

The Corinthian Christians of the first century had similar thoughts and ques-
tions. In fact, some of them regarded the message of the resurrection as dispensable. 
And so do people today. For example, the Muslims affirm that Jesus was a great proph-
et, but they deny that he rose from the dead. Rationalists regard the story of Jesus’s res-
urrection as a fairy tale. Even some liberal churches teach that Jesus did not rise physi-
cally, but only spiritually, whatever that means. All of these people deny the significance 
of Jesus’s resurrection.

But the fact is that the empty tomb and the living body of Jesus Christ do make 
a difference. The fact of the resurrection is important! In fact, it is essential to the faith 
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and hope that we hold as Christians. On this Easter Day, let us examine why the resur-
rection of Jesus Christ is vital to our faith and life. 

The Apostle Paul affirms that the resurrection of Jesus from the dead is of “first 
importance” (v. 3). It is essential and of highest primacy for the following reasons:

I. Christ’s resurrection is an indispensable component of the gospel. 
 A.  The Apostle Paul identifies the gospel as the message he preached to 

the Corinthians (v. 1).
 B.  This message is that Christ died for our sins, was buried, and was raised 

on the third day (vv. 3–4). The resurrection is part and parcel to the gospel.
 C.  This message is of “first importance,” that is, it is of primary signifi-

cance and essential to our faith (v. 3).
II.  Christ’s resurrection fulfills God’s supreme plan and purpose revealed in the scriptures.
 A.  Christ’s death and resurrection were “in accordance with the scriptures,” that 

is, they fulfill the plan of God prophesied in the Old Testament (vv. 3–4).
 B.  The scriptures testify of God’s plan of redeeming sinful human beings 

and of restoring the fallen creation through the death and resurrection 
of the Messiah.

 C.  Christ’s death delivers us from sin and his resurrection gives victory over 
death, which is the result of sin. All this fulfills God’s plan of salvation.

III. Christ’s resurrection is confirmed by the eyewitness of many people. 
 A.  The appearances of Christ were not just hallucinations; they were 

witnessed by over five hundred people whose testimony could be con-
firmed when Paul was writing (vv. 5–6).

 B.  James, who was previously skeptical of Jesus’s claims to be the Messiah, 
became a devoted follower after the risen Christ appeared to him (v. 7).

 C.  Paul, who was previously antagonistic to Jesus’s claims to be the Messiah, 
became a zealous missionary after the risen Christ appeared to him (v. 8).

IV. Christ’s resurrection is the basis on which we stand forgiven and saved.
 A.  Jesus’s victory over sin and death is the reason we can stand before the 

judgment of God forgiven and righteous (v. 1)
 B.  Jesus’s victory over sin and death is the means of our salvation from sin 

and death (v. 2). 
David Peter

 
 
 

Easter 2 • 1 John 1:1–2:2 • April 12, 2015

Drawn into God’s Fellowship 
Not by accident does this pericope begin where John’s gospel does: “that which 

was from the beginning” is both pegged to and flows from the gospel’s prologue. What 
we have in this brief letter, therefore, is given not merely for just a few, but for those 
whom God has loved “from the beginning” (1:1) and for “the whole world” (2:2). 
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Notice first the string of nouns and verbs in 1:1–4. The word of life, the life, the 
eternal life, the Father—all with the definite article which gives a specificity that resists 
slipping into the abstract. Note also that these all “appeared” (v. 2), which continues 
further the gospel’s (1:14) emphasis on the divine initiative. What we have in the verbs 
that follow are human responses to that appearing, namely we have heard, seen, looked 
at, touched. And the next set pf verbs link both the string of nouns and the string of 
verbs with those who will be hearing/reading this letter, namely we testify, proclaim 
(1:2,3), declare (1:5). The intent of the appearing and of the seeing is that those bless-
ings be shared with others, and that those addressed be drawn into the fellowship of the 
ones who have already seen, and indeed be drawn into the fellowship of “the Father and 
his Son, Jesus Christ” (1:3).

The struggle of the Christian life quickly comes to the fore in the following 
verses (1:5–7). The gospel’s emphasis on light (Jn 1:9, 3:19, 8:12, 9:5) continues here; 
in fact, it becomes the chief descriptor of the fellowship, namely as those who not only 
live but walk in the light (1:7). Where there is darkness, there is neither light nor fel-
lowship, and life is lived as a lie, much as Isaiah (5:20) described it: “those who put 
darkness for light and light for darkness.” By contrast, where there is active walking in 
the light, there is life (Gal 5:16, Eph 5:2).

In the remainder of the pericope, attention turns to the reality of sin in the life of 
those who walk in the light. Scripture does not assume or demand what sinful humans 
cannot attain. Note what seem to be rather contradictory comments in these verses. In 
2:1 another purpose clause seems to express the purpose of the entire pericope, namely 
“that you will not sin.” That is followed immediately, however, by “but if anybody 
does sin . . .” Back in 1:8 a claim “to be without sin” is exposed as a delusion, and in 
1:10, such a claim is labeled not just a lie, but as a pride that makes a lie of God and 
of his gifts of forgiveness (1:9) and atonement (2:2). The Christian life, namely walk-
ing in the light does not consist of straining for a perfection that exists only in God. 
The Christian fellowship is a humbler fellowship, namely the fellowship of the forgiven 
children of God—and it’s not a solitary walk, but a fellowship with each other and with 
the God who guides us in his light. 

Look again at 2:2. The claim of God on the world and on us as children of God 
is rooted in our Lord’s sacrificial life and death. The magnitude of that gift is such that 
the forgiveness and the atonement are meant “for the sins of the whole world.” Note 
the subtle expansion of the “we” in chapter one from those writing the epistle (1:1–4) 
to those in the expanded fellowship of the light (1:7–10). That expansion results from 
the original testifying, proclaiming, and declaring, but it also comes to include those 
brought into the fellowship, a wider “we” who are wrapped up in the ministry of testi-
fying, proclaiming, and declaring. The yearning of the Father reaches ever to those not 
yet in his marvelous fellowship of grace, and his reach extends to and through the ever 
expanding fellowship of the forgiven “we,” to the end of the age and the expanse of the 
world. (Cf. Rv 5:11–14 and 7:9–12.)

Henry Rowold
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Easter 3 • 1 John 3:1–7 • April 19, 2015

During the Easter season the epistle lessons come from 1 John. The epistle lesson 
appointed for the third Sunday of Easter is 1 John 3:1–7. Here is the helpful translation 
and lineation given by Bruce Schuchard in his commentary on the Johannine Epistles:
 
See what kind of love the Father has given us, that we should be called children of 
God—

and we are. 
For this reason the world does not know us, because it did not know him. 
Beloved, 

we are the children of God now. 
But what we will be has not yet been made manifest. 
We know that when he is made manifest we will be like him, 

because we will see him just as he is. 
Now everyone who has this hope in him makes himself pure just as that one is pure. 
Everyone who lives for the sake of sin lives also for the sake of lawlessness. 

Indeed, sin is lawlessness. 
And you know that that one was made manifest so that he might take away sins. 
And in him there is no sin. 

No one who abides in him lives for the sake of sin; 
no one who lives for the sake of sin has either seen him or come to know him. 
Children, 

let no one deceive you. 
The one who lives for the sake of righteousness is righteous, just as that one is righteous.1

The Apostle John’s first epistle was directed to the house churches in the 
province of Asia Minor (modern day Turkey). In chapter 3 he begins by calling his 
Christian readers to marvel at the kind of undeserved love the Creator has given them. 
Through Jesus his Son the almighty Creator of all things has made himself our Father 
and has adopted us as his beloved children. (John reserves the designation “Son” for 
Jesus and uses the term “children” for Christians.) We should not be surprised that the 
world or its culture does not treat us differently. It does not recognize our new status 
because it did not recognize Jesus. And when Jesus appears, we will be like him (homoi-
oi) because we will see him as he is. Given this hope, each one should purify himself 
now just as Jesus is pure. Start becoming now what you will become in the eschatologi-
cal future.

John then expands on this exhortation. The opposite of purity is sin and lawless-
ness. Jesus was made manifest to take away sins. He is “the Lamb of God who takes 
away the sin of the world” (Jn 1:29); “the propitiation (hilasmos) for the sins of whole 
world” (1 Jn 2:2). Those who “abide/remain” (meno) in Jesus, who have truly seen and 
known him by faith, do not continually give themselves over to sinning. Then John  
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warns his “little children” as their spiritual father (1 Jn 2:1; 3 Jn 4), not to be deceived. 
As Jesus is righteous, so also his followers give themselves to doing righteousness. 
Apparently the secessionists were indifferent to moral behavior in the body just as they 
denied the incarnation of the Son of God. 

Sermon Thought
Being Like Jesus
The almighty Creator, through the atoning death and bodily resurrection of 

his incarnate Son, has given you his wondrous love. He has made himself your Father 
and adopted you as his beloved children. What about sin? Jesus came to take away 
your sins. And one day you will become like Jesus because you will see him as he is. 
Therefore purify yourselves just as Jesus is pure; practice righteousness just as Jesus is 
righteous. 

Paul R. Raabe

1 Bruce Schuchard, 1–3 John Concordia Commentary (St. Louis: Concordia Publishing House, 2012), 290.
 

 
 

Easter 4 • 1 John 3:16–24 • April 26, 2015 

Preliminary Considerations 
Placed midway between Easter and Pentecost, the appointed lessons for the 

fourth Sunday of Easter cumulatively call for a resurrection living for the Christian 
faithful in this world. Together, they are an exhortation for the baptized toward the 
demonstration of God’s righteousness in their daily living as they engage the world with 
the proclamation of Jesus’s rising from the dead (Acts 4:2). Psalm 23 and the reading 
from John’s gospel together speak of the Shepherd laying down his life for the sheep 
and leading them in paths of righteousness. For the believers, there is a life to live on 
earth after they die to this world in their baptism. Just as Jesus rose from the dead and 
lives, his faithful live their resurrection life in this world before they die. 

Notes on the Text 
Refer to the exhaustive textual notes on this text in Bruce Schuchard’s 1–3 John 

in the Concordia Commentary Series.  

Lessons from the Text 
In 1 John chapter 3, we see in many ways a merging of Paul and James. In a 

style typical of the apostle John, verse 16 of our text echoes what he stated already in 
the gospel (Jn 10:11, 15) that the good shepherd came to the world to lay down his life 
for the people. By his authority, on his own he will take up again the very life he gave 
up for others. Paul echoes the same message in his words that while we were yet sinners 
Christ died for us (Rom 5:7). Both for John and for Paul, Christ’s death and resurrec-
tion are at the center of their proclamation and life of the Christian in this world.
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For both John and Paul, the believers’ resurrection life likewise is anchored 
in Jesus Christ and his resurrection (cf. 1 Jn 3:16; 10:11, 15; 1 Cor 15:14). As the 
Shepherd of his flock, Jesus laid down his life for the sheep. Love’s epitome is laying 
down one’s life for others. For his disciples therefore there is no greater way of validat-
ing love than giving their lives away for the sake of their friends and neighbors. Those 
who belong to Jesus have a new lifestyle to follow, emulating the master’s life and dis-
tinguishing their lives from life of the ordinary people. Christians lead their lives in this 
world transformed by the reconciling love God lavished on them on account of Christ. 
For Paul, God’s love is grounded on his Son laying down his life for sinners destined to 
die. In Christ’s death God has reconciled to himself a people wrestling constantly with 
sin and its consequences in a broken world (Rom 5:8–10). In the radiance of Christ’s 
resurrection, however, this reconciled community of God grows together every way 
in Christ, speaking the truth in love, distinguishing itself from all the rest. They bond 
together in Christ, and in Christian solidarity contribute to the growth of the whole 
body so that it builds itself in love (Eph 4:15–16). 

For practical Christian living, what counts most for Paul is faith working through 
love (Gal 5:6). Paul’s reasoning complements James’s assertion that faith by itself, if it 
does not entail works, is dead (Jas 2:17). As a case in point, James too builds his case 
on Abraham’s faith that was active along with his works (Jas 2:18–23). Living for the 
neighbor in need is a validation of God’s love working out in our lives. As the people 
of God privileged to live resurrection lives, we ought not to close our eyes to the neigh-
bor’s needs. From the redeemed of God a Christ-like compassion flows down for the 
sake of their neighbors in need. With complete confidence in the resurrected Lord we 
with boldness live our resurrected lives in service to others. 

Suggested Outline
Resurrection Living
1. Christians do not simply resign from this world of harassment, resentment, and 

sorrow, but endure hardship trusting in the reconciling love God has lavished for them 
in the Lord Christ. The followers of Christ rise above those who take morality at its face 
value. They show us how we fall short of doing anything right before God and human 
beings; but do right for the sake of God who set them up right with him in Christ Jesus. 

2. Resurrection living has to it a worldly character. It encourages Christians to 
endeavor and support friends, neighbors and preserve their livelihood not as they ought 
but as they are able. While living and serving in this world, Christians think of the 
things above with the mind of Christ (cf. Col 3:1–3).

3. Resurrection living is built on Christian confidence. Christians are practitio-
ners of God’s righteousness (1 Jn 3:7, 10). Practicing righteousness for Christians is 
accomplishing God’s will for them and through them for the neighbor. Resurrected liv-
ing is living Christian discipleship in its fullness. While bereft of God’s love the world 
is struggling to put the pieces of life together, Christians in faith demonstrate before the 
world God’s reconciling love as the love of Christ constrains them. 

Victor Raj
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We have done no act of love, at any time, in any way to God (Is 53:6, Rom 
3:10-12, 1 Jn 4:10). The love between us and God began with God and not with us. 

 For the narcissist this might be difficult to accept. But consider what it means to 
be narcissistic: 1) grandiose sense of self-importance 2) fantasies of success, power, bril-
liance, beauty, or love 3) believes they are so special and unique that no one else can fully 
understand 4) enjoys excessive admiration 5) a sense of entitlement 6) little empathy 7) 
takes advantage of others to promote their own desires 8) envious of others and believes 
others are envious of them 9) arrogant behavior and attitude. These are the diagnostic 
criteria according to the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM). 
But consider 2 Timothy 3:1–5, “But understand this, that in the last days there will 
come times of difficulty. For people will be lovers of self, lovers of money, proud, arro-
gant, abusive disobedient to their parents, ungrateful, unholy, heartless, unappeasable, 
slanderous, without self-control, brutal, not loving good, treacherous, reckless, swollen 
with conceit, lovers of pleasure rather than lovers of God, having the appearance of god-
liness, but denying its power. Avoid such people.” 

The world of psychology and the world of theology acknowledge that people 
are lovers of themselves. So it is true that we have done no act of love, at any time, in 
any way to God. We are too busy loving ourselves in ways described by the DSM or 
2 Timothy 3. Therefore, God reached out through Jesus Christ and showed to us self-
centered, narcissistic, self-loving people a love that is beyond our worldly understanding. 

“In this the love of God was made manifest among us, that God sent his only 
Son into the world, so that we might live through him. In this is love, not that we have 
loved God but that he loved us and sent his Son to be the propitiation for our sins. 
Beloved, if God so loved us, we also ought to love one another” (1 Jn 4:9–11).

The love between us and God began with God. In Genesis, self-loving Adam and 
Eve are hiding. They are not reaching out to God, they are not showing love to God. It 
is God who reaches out to them and calls to them, “Where are you?” And it is God that 
promises to love them in a way very different from the world. God would send Jesus to 
atone for sin (1 Jn 10), not only the sin of Adam and Eve but the sin of the whole world. 

Therefore, 1 John 4:11 encourages, “if God so loved us, we also ought to love one 
another.” We love our neighbor by doing things that are of the first article of the creed. 
This might include mowing the neighbor’s grass, checking in on an elderly person, and 
offering a ride to someone But even non-Christians love their neighbor in these ways. 
What is profoundly lacking is showing the love of the second article of the creed. If God 
showed his love to us by forgiving our sins we can show that same love to our neighbor. 
When your neighbor speaks poorly of you, steals from you, are you willing to show 
God’s love by forgiving them in the name of Christ? When you sin against your neigh-
bor are you willing to confess to them and seek forgiveness in the name of Christ? 

We show the love of God to our neighbor when we confess sin and speak words of 
forgiveness that began not with us, but with Jesus Christ who atoned for the sin of the world. 

Mark Rockenbach 
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A CASE FOR CHARACTER: Towards 
a Lutheran Virtue Ethics. By Joel D. 
Biermann. Minneapolis: Fortress, 2014. 
204 pages. Paper. $29.00. 

This volume culminates work that 
Joel Biermann has done in response to the 
antinomianism which he thinks is preva-
lent in Lutheranism today. Of course, it 
is hard to determine whether it is legal-
ism or libertinism which has the upper 
hand in today’s church: in various circles 
we encounter one or the other. Rightly 
distinguishing law and gospel helps us to 
avoid both legalism and libertinism. In 
response to legalism: we look no longer 
to the law but instead to Christ for our 
righteousness before God. In response to 
libertinism: since we have died to sin, we 
no longer seek to live in sin. 

Biermann proposes that Christian 
leaders promote the virtues of cour-
age, wisdom, moderation, and justice, 
in preaching and catechesis. He urges 
that preachers and teachers should not 
shy away from Christian ethical instruc-
tion (parenesis), as if avoiding paranesis 
is faithful to the law and gospel distinc-
tion; indeed, people are seeking wisdom 
for how to live. The fact that “Christ 
is the end of the law” (Rom 10:3‒4) in 
no way rules out the law as guidance for 
Christian living; instead what it rules out 
is all self-righteousness before God. Our 
neighbors benefit from our righteous-
ness in the world. Indeed, the pattern in 
Romans, as in other Pauline epistles, is 
that paranesis (Rom 12‒15) invariably fol-
lows after the gospel (Rom 3:21‒Rom 8). 
Biermann expands on the work of Robert 
Kolb who noted: “Believers strive, under 
the Spirit’s guidance, to put to death the 
vices that spring from their need to secure 

life on their own terms. They repent—are 
turned by the Holy Spirit—from vices 
to virtues as God uses them as his masks. 
They strive to practice those attitudes and 
actions that reflect the image of God’s 
love, care, and concern into the lives of 
others. They do so in every situation of 
human life.”1  

Biermann looks to philosophers such 
as Alasdair MacIntyre who offer Aristotle-
based “virtue ethics,” as an alternative 
to “quandary ethics” (ethical problems 
which have no clear resolution) in which 
modern ethical theories, whether duty-
based (deontology) or outcome-based 
(utilitarianism), are mired. In addi-
tion to MacIntyre, Biermann appeals 
to the Methodist theologian Stanley 
Hauerwas, and several contemporary 
Lutherans, to defend virtue ethics. He 
shows that this approach can be found in 
Luther, Melanchthon, and the Lutheran 
Confessions. His own proposal reworks 
the traditional “three uses of the law,” 
countering those who reduce the uses of 
the law to two (which Biermann finds 
inherently antinomian), by advocating 
three kinds of righteousness: 1) the law 
governs in the wider political community 
(righteousness applying to all regardless of 
one’s status with God); 2) the gospel justi-
fies sinners through an alien righteousness 
given to people of faith; and 3) the law 
guides believers to conform their lives to 
God’s will (righteousness evident in godly 
living and good works). Each of these 
functions of the law corresponds to each 
of the articles of the Creed. Biermann’s 
constructive work is persuasive, but there 
are some questions that should be raised.

First, in the Bible, all paranesis is 
done apart from Aristotle. The scrip-
tures refer to virtue, but they lack an 
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Aristotelian grounding for it. Instead, 
Wisdom literature distinguishes between 
wise and foolish behavior, while the pro-
phetic tradition calls for fidelity to the 
covenant. New Testament parenesis is 
indebted to both. So, one can do parenesis 
without Aristotle. But, if that is the case, 
should Aristotle be baptized? If he should, 
doesn’t he need to undergo some cateche-
sis first? 

After all, there is no commensurabil-
ity between the pride that Aristotle advo-
cates for a well-lived life (Nichomachean 
Ethics 4:3) and the humility advocated 
by Paul (Philippians 2). Aristotelian vir-
tue ethics are grounded in how human 
nature is furthered through excellence 
(doing the Golden Mean) as opposed 
to vices of excess or defect. In general, 
Biermann’s case would be stronger if he 
would articulate the rapport between 
Aristotle’s eudaimonism, that is, self-
fulfillment through exercising character 
traits of excellence and biblical humility. 
How does this eudaimonism square with 
the fact that believers have been crucified 
with Christ and that they no longer live 
for themselves, but instead Christ lives in 
them (Gal 2:20)? Many who deny a “third 
use of the law” deny a “continuously exist-
ing self.” Possibly Biermann could look to 
early Christians, such as Augustine, who 
did not jettison ancient virtue ethics as 
pagan but instead reworked them to focus 
on love and service. 

Biermann notes of Aristotle’s eudai-
monia: “It is a deep, steady, settled hap-
piness that endures. Aristotle was no 
hedonist. He understood this kind of 
happiness to be ‘activity in accordance 
with virtue,’ the best of which was the ‘life 
according to reason,’ or the contemplative 
life.” He goes on to say: “Based not on 

human reason, but on divine revelation, 
the creed provides a profoundly more 
fundamental, truthful, encompassing, and 
even practical telos than Aristotle’s insight-
ful yet reason-bound conclusions” (155). 
But, the tension cannot be smoothed over 
so quickly. Admittedly, Aristotle was not 
arguing that humans should do excellence 
for the sake of achieving happiness, but 
instead that happiness is a natural payoff 
when humans perform excellently. It may 
be that Biermann thinks that Christian 
virtue ethics are not so different from 
Frederick Buechner’s view of vocation: 
“The place God calls you to is the place 
where your deep gladness and the world’s 
deep hunger meet.” But if that’s the case, 
that should be explained. 

Second, one reason that Aristotle 
lacked appreciation for the humility so 
central to Paul, Christ, and the entire 
scriptures, is that God’s people were in 
fact repeatedly humbled by God as a 
consequence of their sins, or, because at 
times, God is hidden (deus absconditus). 
In the Old Testament, God’s people 
experienced oppression beneath a parade 
of empires. Only rarely did God’s people 
have the upper hand. Mary’s words, 
“[God] has put down the mighty from 
their thrones and exalted those of low 
degree” (Lk 1:52), present the whole 
life of God’s people. Aristotle cannot 
appreciate that. This is said not to deni-
grate the use of Aristotle in ethics but to 
urge Biermann to fill out the details of 
the compatibility between scripture and 
Aristotle which he thinks is possible. 
What must be said is that the “new obe-
dience” is a cruciform life, one in which 
Christians are being conformed to the 
image of Christ precisely through the tri-
als they undergo. That is, “the entire life 
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of believers” is “to be one of repentance” 
(LW 31:25).

Third, Biermann’s case could be 
strengthened if he would capitalize on 
MacIntyre’s notion of “narrative iden-
tity,” that human identity is story-shaped, 
as a way to see how God is working 
through the scriptures to shape charac-
ter. Christian imaginations are guided 
by, and not merely motivated by, scrip-
ture. The ethical question is, as Bruno 
Bettelheim puts it, who do I want to be 
like? Saturated in the scriptures, believers 
acquire the courage of Elijah, the patience 
of Moses, the humility of Mary, and the 
wisdom of Christ. While Luther appeals 
to the “spontaneity” of good works, in 
fact this spontaneity is a result of the 
word’s power to shape believers by por-
traying the realities that very word gives 
as believers internalize Scripture’s history, 
wisdom, and prophecy. Thereby, Christ 
is not only “sacrament” but also “exam-
ple.” The Scriptures guide believers in 
the virtues of Christ-likeness as they grow 
in knowledge of the Scriptures. True 
Christian virtue is not a project in self-
enhancement. The self is ever and only 
grounded in Christ. Freed from securing 
and protecting the self, one can actu-
ally start doing significant good in the 
world—fulfilling the human telos to love 
God with all one’s heart and one’s neigh-
bor as oneself, in which Luther notes that 
we do “make some progress” in this life.

Over all, Biermann’s contribution 
is significant, timely, and a remarkable 
achievement that will alter current dis-
cussions of ethics among Lutherans and 
other Christians. In light of his work, 
we can conclude that coram deo sinners 
indeed turn from virtue to grace and 
receive a passive life (vita passiva) as the 

early Luther outlined it; but, through 
coram mundo such a grace-filled life 
expresses itself in virtue exercised not 
for self-justification but for the sake of 
service.

Mark Mattes
Grand View University

Des Moines, Iowa

1 Robert Kolb, The Christian Faith: A Lutheran 
Exposition (St. Louis: Concordia Publishing House, 
1993), 248.

THE NEW SHAPE OF WORLD 
CHRISTIANITY: How American 
Experience Reflects Global Faith. By 
Mark A. Noll. InterVarsity Press, 2009. 
212 pages. Softcover. $25.00.

There are an increased number of 
works investigating the rise of global 
Christianity. Amid the sundry works dis-
cussing theological and practical distinc-
tives of Christianities across the world, 
there are limited attempts at investigating 
how US Christianity has impacted, or 
perhaps directly shaped, the global faith. 
At best, these efforts are significantly 
couched in post-colonial language, for 
good and for ill, and may miss the lessons 
to be learned if global Christianity would 
be compared to the experiences of US 
Christians. 

In The New Shape of World 
Christianity, distinguished historian and 
scholar Mark Noll contends that there 
is indeed value in comparing North 
American Christianity, specifically its 
evangelical manifestations, with global 
developments because “the world is 
coming more and more to look like 
America” (189). Noll notes that world 
Christianity, particularly Protestantism 
and Pentecostalism, has taken the shape of 
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its North American architects. The ques-
tion he considers is whether this is due to 
direct missionary influence, neo-imperial-
istic hegemony, or “parallel development” 
(109). The author claims that the charac-
teristics and factors at work in shaping US 
Christianity are now uniquely present in 
the places where Christianity is taking on 
a decidedly North American appearance. 
He contends this is not due solely to mis-
sionary influence or US political, cultural, 
or economic supremacy (although these 
do play a role), but to confluences of 
contextual strands of local cultural devel-
opments and global trends. To prove his 
point, Noll moves from the global shape 
of world Christianity to comparing par-
ticular case studies in different countries 
similar to movements in North American 
Christian history.    

First, Noll chronicles the spread of 
Christianity across the globe in the pres-
ent and past, and then focuses on its 
recent rapidity, volume, and implications. 
He also points out the questions the scat-
tering of evangelicalism’s center predi-
cates. This first section introduces the 
subjects of globalization and transnational 
Christianity and, in many ways, serves 
as a disturbing summary of international 
Christianity for those who have hitherto 
had their heads in the seemingly settled 
sands of Christianity in the West. While 
other books offer a more in-depth treat-
ment of these themes, Noll’s handling of 
the topic does well to unsettle the reader 
sufficiently for what comes next—“What, 
in fact, has been the American role in cre-
ating the new shape of world Christianity 
and what is now the relation of American 
Christianity to world Christianity?” (67). 
This question serves as the hinge in the 
book, dividing the contextual content 

from the meat-and-potatoes of Noll’s thesis. 
Noll proposes that North American 

Christianity molded, and is related to, 
worldwide Christianity via an amalgama-
tion of missionary influence, evangelical 
attitudes, and shared historical contexts. 
The subsequent few chapters after “Posing 
the Question” mentioned above (chap. 4) 
deal with the first two factors—missionary 
influence and North American continen-
tal evangelical attitudes. 

Included here is an interesting section 
displaying and dissecting missionary sta-
tistics. It proves a tad tedious, and in the 
center of the book, perhaps off-putting. 
Another foible here is Noll’s neglect of the 
Lutheran presence in the US evangelical 
missionary milieu. While Lutherans in 
the United States can be pegged as either 
“mainline” (due to liberal denominational 
expressions or the statistics of decline 
that Lutherans, conservative and pro-
gressive, share with traditional mainline 
denominations) or “evangelical” (due to 
some shared theological emphases, despite 
Lutheranism’s more explicit confessional 
basis and strong sacramental character), 
they at least deserve mention in Noll’s 
data tables. 

Another portion of Noll’s book is his 
survey of evangelical publications through-
out the twentieth century. This chapter 
vacillates between being diverting and 
providing a diversion as it offers little to 
his overall thesis. The main points to be 
gleaned from this middle portion are: 1) 
how missionary efforts, and US evangelical 
attitudes, geared towards missionary mod-
els of “translation” (as Lamin Sanneh uses 
the term) made it possible for indigenous 
theological, financial, and ecclesial develop-
ment throughout the globe in the twenti-
eth century; and 2) because of this, parallel 
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social circumstances can then produce 
evangelicalism that mirrors US expressions.

The scholar offers two case stud-
ies to make his argument tangible. 
These case studies compare and contrast 
evangelical movements in the United 
States and in Korea and revivals in East 
Africa and America. The lessons, indict-
ments, suggestions, and critiques that 
Noll offers here and in his final chapter 
(“Reflections”) are immensely valuable 
and provide some of the most pertinent 
conclusions and practical applications for 
globally-minded missionaries, denomi-
nations, and laity. These case studies 
are so worthwhile that one wishes that 
Noll would have provided a few more to 
offer juxtapositions and correspondences 
between US Christianity and move-
ments in Latin America, Oceania, and 
the Middle East as well. Such case studies 
would have added inexorable value to an 
already solid overview. 

Still, as it is, the book is a worthy 
addition to the increasing corpus of stud-
ies on global Christianity. Its unique 
offering is the question it poses to the 
study of worldwide evangelicalism—view-
ing the global spread of Christianity from 
the lens of American influence. That 
viewpoint makes it possible for Noll to 
speak to various themes including colo-
nialization, globalization, mission part-
nerships, and church planting initiatives. 
The book only suffers when the specificity 
of the study becomes too minute. If the 
reader can avoid getting lost in the details, 
there is much this book has to offer for 
those interested in the global scope and 
the state of global Christianity from a 
North American point of view. 

Ken Chitwood 
University of Florida 

Gainesville, Florida

GRASSROOTS ASIAN THEOLOGY: 
Thinking the Faith from the Ground 
Up. By Simon Chan. Downers Grove, 
IL: InterVarsity Press, 2014. 216 Pages. 
Paper. $22.00.

Simon Chan, of Trinity Theological 
College in Singapore, has written an 
intriguing book that both introduces 
and commends what his title refers to as 
“grassroots Asian theology.” He states his 
purpose as “to force a rethink on the way 
Asian theology is currently undertaken 
and in so doing to show the distinc-
tive contributions of Asian grassroots 
Christianity to the wider church’s theo-
logical endeavors.”

There is a bit of bite in his words 
“force a rethink.” As he illustrates, there 
are some widely known and respected 
theologians from all parts of Asia. In 
describing many of them as “elitist,” 
Chan suggests that they may be renowned 
academic theologians, but seem driven 
by agendas and thought patterns emerg-
ing from Western/ecumenical agendas, 
doing theology for the Asian Christians 
rather than expressing theology by Asian 
Christians. Those “elitist” agendas tend to 
cluster around issues like cosmic Christ, 
liberation, inculturation, or dialogue. By 
contrast, theology that grows from the 
grassroots is reflective of the “primal” cul-
tural worldview and experience of grass-
roots Asian Christians. 

Chan structures his book around five 
major theological loci: God, Humanity 
and Sin, Christ and Salvation, Holy 
Spirit and Spirituality, and Church. He 
introduces each topic, illustrates how rep-
resentative “elitist” or traditional theolo-
gians approach each theme, and describes 
how the various theological affirmations 
are refracted by the life and theology of 
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grassroots Christians from varying Asian 
contexts.

If there are several basic descriptors 
of grassroots Asian Christianity, they 
would be experiential, holistic, and rela-
tional. When Chan highlights how these 
cultural instincts affect the understand-
ing of these major loci of the Christian 
faith, he is engaging and stimulating. The 
importance of close relationships—fam-
ily for instance—takes the understanding 
of church out of the realm of political or 
hermeneutical issues (liberation, incultura-
tion, or simple membership), and opens 
the church up to the joy of personal 
conversion and full life in Jesus Christ, in 
Asian context which often means life as a 
minority religion citizen out of sync with 
majority religions. Such instinctual famil-
ial sensitivity offers options to explore in 
the vexing question of ancestors. Another 
theme that spills out from the primal rela-
tional sense is the role of shame/honor in 
the pre-Christian and Christian life, often 
overshadowed in Western Christianity by 
its dominant forensic emphasis on guilt/
righteousness. One final insight shows 
how the instinctual sense that life is lived 
in the presence of and at the mercy of the 
world of spirits leads to both a soteriology 
emphasizing Christus victor, and a strong 
and immediate reliance on the Holy Spirit 
to guide the Christian life. Could it be, 
the thought occurred to this reviewer, 
that the reason the Holy Spirit has such 
a secondary place in the life and piety 
of Western Christianity is because our 
instinctual understanding of the world is 
generally devoid of spirits?

If this grassroots, primal form 
of Christianity sounds like a form of 
Pentecostalism, it clearly is, not, however, 
because of conscious theological decision 

but because this approach grows from the 
life experience of folks in the “grassroots.” 
As Philip Jenkins reminds us, this is the 
fastest growing form of Christianity across 
all cultures in all parts of the world. One 
of Chan’s delights, at the same time, is 
suggesting where some of those primal 
yearnings seem echoed in long-standing 
traditions of both the Roman Catholic 
and the Orthodox communities: saints 
and ancestors, familial role of sacraments, 
exorcism. 

As intriguing and thought-provoking 
as Chan’s suggestions are, and as inviting 
as his style of writing is, some substantive 
questions do occur. When I first saw the 
title, I had reservations simply about the 
word “Asian,” which covers major cultures 
widely different from each other, and is 
arguably an abstraction. Thankfully, Chan 
avoids a common denominator approach, 
and dips down for representative voices, 
without claiming to be exhaustive. What 
he does claim as trans-cultural—and he 
cites similarity of African cultures—is the 
primal grassroots worldview, which seems 
to this reviewer to fade a bit into a blur, 
with reduced cultural specificity. Likewise, 
while pointing helpfully to blind spots in 
both Western/ecumenical Christian theol-
ogy and “elitist” Asian theologians, Chan 
does at times soft-pedal what would seem 
areas where the line between “grassroots, 
primal” and generic “folk religion” seems 
rather thin and porous. Does this suggest 
a built-in weakness in his presentation of 
grassroots Asian Christianity which may 
explain some of the caution that much of 
the global Christian family instinctively 
senses? 

We certainly stand in Chan’s debt 
both for his reasoned critiques of Asian 
theologies, and for forcing a rethink about 
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grassroots Asian Christianity so it can 
assume a place in that global Christian 
family, and both enrich and be enriched 
by it. Hopefully, too, this book can serve 
as a catalyst for reflective theologians from 
other under-recognized cultures, so that 
Christians of every sort can grow together 
as the Spirit leads us into all truth.

Henry Rowold 
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